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GAUSS' HYPERGEOURTRIC E~UATION 
CIIAPT~ I 
HISTORICAL IUTRODUCTION 
As early as the aevonteonth contury the English mathomo.tioio.n, 
John Wallis (1616-1703), used tho term "hyperGeometr1c" to describe 
a sories which he was studying. This sorios, Z(ct)Jt1,Xtt1J.~)·-(a;.'h-I h) 
is quite different from the usual ~eomotr1o aeries, hence the term, 
"hyper" (=above) plus n~eometr1o~ was used to s1~1fy that the series 
was or greater ooz:iplexity than the geometric series. Wallis did not 
I 
consider his series a power aorlea or a function or x. 
In 1769 this series roooivod a remarkable development at the 
hands of Loonhard Euler who, following the example or Wallis, appl1'1id 
the word "hypergeometr1c"to it. Ho observed that the aeries is depend-
ant upon the integration of a linear partial d1ff ertial equation or the 
second order. In his work tho series is treated from three d1st1not 
standpoints: (i) as a power series, (11) as an integral or a certain 
l. 
linear equation or the sooond order, (iii) and as a definite integral. 
The adjective, "hypergooootric", was first usod in tho modern 
sense by Ernst Eduard Kw:mier (1010-1966) when he ohriotenod the serios, 
I+ !!!il')C+O.(a12(1<131•)-t···-t.9''«1•>--""''"-i}f,c~ .. ,). fr-t.,,-a.) /(~-•_,. ....... 'ttu? 
1·r t· 1 ·t<f-1•J 1· 1 ···{'h-•)y f't•}1 .. ·Cf-t'>1-t...) 
3 
hypergeometric series. Kummer did a great deal of work upon the dit-
rerential equation whose solution is exproaaed in hypergeometrio series. 
The twenty-four integrals were found and published in his memoir en-
l. Cajorr: History of Ja:atheznat1cs, P• l85 2. Ibidem, P• 23S 
3. Whittaker and Watson: Modern Analysis, P• 281 
tt tled ·~"bor die H)"P'er~t.r11oh4t ltet.l-.a• Whloh •7 bo found ln Vol• 
uno r1 ot CNlt. • • .lou.mal •1 
~· nre no r1corou. lnT••tlgat.lona ot Ute ••rl••• nowner, 
wit.11 lul Pr1edrlu o.uaa (1TT'7•US&) t:u.rMd bl• att.ut1oa to the 
•tt•• Be .. tabllabad a or1.ter1on tor ooaYergwe whloh 1ott.l•• \ha 
quoetlon ot eonverr.oncf ta .., • ..,, oue wh.lob the ••rt .. la euppoeed to 
OO"fC"e n--J.a ~bl.e work ta t.he n.rat ~t and atrtotly 1"'1£-
0J"'O'.la tirreat1cat.1on or 1nt1n1 te ••r1.u. Oma• P"• u o:ie.auattTO 
tr-Mtmnt ot th.e subJoot ace! abased that, tm- 1peolal ••lu.o or lta 
l•tt.n , tl:o bl'P•r;:ec::Mtr1.o aert .. N"PN•eata alnoet O'l'U"J" tunotlo:a 
knon at t.l'.at tine. e.Ga.N or 1ta 1tran1=-•• or tNa~t. &.."'4 
v.n:ur.i.al l"lgar o.u.a• ~I' reoe1Yed little attmtl• f'roa UMt -t.."'»-
mt1a1&:SJS or t.!MI tlm.a th!• .... 1r •tf.tl•:S, •u.9qda1t1ocoa 
gCA.Nl. .. olna ••rt .. lc.tln.1t.an1 1 ... !!..! •,. cc., •• ,.,,d»'• •. • 1• tn-
• 1 ' l yi r••I 
olud.ed ln tbo U:.lrd Tol~ ot tl'9 Coll.H\ed •ortut or o.uaa. In tbo 
au. Yolm119 GDe m7J f!.ot & 41ffOl".C\ tnatmo' of the subj.Ct. 1ft tho 
pq»er,•wtU'l'd.nat.lo ._..1 noeuiae pe,r uquatloa.s dltt'eNntlalea 
•N\md.1 ord1A.1a.• 
~ genertl t?l4017 ~ no "•trlottcm la bpo•-.d on Ui• 
n.rtabl• bu 1"• wo:'k9d oat bJ' 1. h:aner,. ot fa.rte no "--' L.f'Uob'• 
not.bod or ltJMia p&rt1al dlt'ta-eattal equat! ana. 'h.m'Mt=7 b1 L"da 
mt.~ obt.alnod t...'-A h"r.l\7-tOUI" lnt4t;l"Sl• pl"'O'Y1o>.ial7 fo=::nd b7 lm:mitl"e 
;l..org P1"'19dr!ob e.rcl'a:-d !J.--=n (1.11~1940) ha.a a.;rpl.tas hla 
ecxu.-,Uoa lh&t • tv:-..ot.1~ c: • •1A&.l• Tanahl• 11 dot1c.rl bJ t.ba 
ca tun m4 ~1 t.taa or ~ t.e •1r~a.r1t.1•• t.o U-.a u~~ part.1al ~tt­
rac:t1al equ.aUm r...tc~ ls aaU.a:t.et bf th• ~trlo ••ri•••l 
1. CaJo:i I !Ua~ of' tt.t..'-.-t1ca1 P• 3M 
le lb1~411m, P• Y73 
I 
He remarkoc in 1857 that functions expressed by Gauos 1 hyperBeometr1o 
series, F{r.t.j2.y,.,) , which satisfy a homocenooua linear partial di!'f'eren-
tinl of the second order with rational coefficients could be utilized 
in the solution of any linear differential equation.1 
The study or the subject was later taken up by Edouard Goursat 
(1858- }, professor of mathematical analysis in the University or 
Paris. His results, obtained by developmant of a method due origi-
nally to Jacobi, acroe with thooe of Kummer and Sohwarz.2 These are 
embodied in his paper, "Sur l'equation dif!'orent1ole qui admet pour 
intecral le aerie hypergaometr1que". 
3 
The subject also attracted tho attention of Sohwars who publieh-
tho results of his work upon :1.t in "Ubor d1ejen1gen Falle in welohen 
die Gaussische hyporgeomotrlsohe Reihe e1ne algebraieoho Function 
11-ires v1erten Eletlentos dnrstell t." Later ho embodied further work 
upon tho series 1n a second paper, "Uber einige Abb1ldungonufcaubon". 
The former mer.ioir may be !'ound in Orelle's Journal, VolUI:le LXX: the 
latter, in Volume x:Y:"l.3 
l .• Schlesinger: Entv1ekelung d. Theorie de l1nearen D1fferent1al-
gle1chungen (1865) 
2. Cajori: History of Ilathematios, p.385 
3. Forsyth: Differential Equat1ono, P• 211 
4 
CHAPTER II 
THE SOLUTION OF THE llYPERGEOMi..'TRIC EQUATION JJY 
THE METI!OD OF FHODE'NIUS 
l. SOLUTIOH IN ASCENDING POWERS OF x. Tho hypergoomotric 
equation, 
(2.1) 
for convenience in employment of integration in series may be written 
thus: )()/I - ){~fl+ o( X ~I "1" (3 'J( ~I + ')< ~ f - y ~ I -t o( f ~ : 0 
Lot d: x'IM The loft hand member becomes 
- 'h-i("h1 +y-1)x_..,,_,-+ (,.,,..,+c1.)(tm+(3) x~ 
For a trial aerios lot uo take 
0 -: cQ x '>t1 -t c!, x ')t-1 .,. • -t t'1- ~ ")?! t 1. ..,. • • • . _,. c /l. x "»1 .,. .IL...,.. . . . 
I C '111•1 ( ( 'f-1 ( I ~ :: o"'1 X -t-C1 ,,.,,+1)x"'" + C2.. "H'f+'l.))<,,_. +"·+C4 l'J-?tk)X.,._.
1-i._; ... 
(2.2) 
d "~ cd 111rtttt -1).,. ')ff- 1-+ t,( '>111- 1)r~) x"1f·'-+ ci. r""' 1' 2-'f.t'hf +1) x~1 ·. + ~(,_,'*"'Y~11-·•h"" 'f"~--~. 
Substituting these values in the dif.ferehtial equo.t1on,(2.l) 1 we have 
- ')(' 0 II :: - Cl ( 1))1 'f-1 )"hi 
o( 1- ~ I :- o( CO '111 
~ ~ d. I ~ ~ <'-o '»} 
1 d : :: C0 '»1 
- Y ~ =: -ye,(,..,,.,..,) 
c( ~"J- ~ ~(' '~ 
- ~(.-rn.,.iJC~+•} 
-to<c, c~..,.1) 
+ ~ c, ( 'Y>1 +1) 
+ c, ( "»7 -t-1) 
... Y c2. ( ~ f''l.) 
+ o(f c, 
~,,., 
x -+ ... + '°A.(%+.'\..)(r-n, -ftt.-1) 
--t ·· - Si.,./'ht"f-1L11X,...,.,t-tt-n) 
-f ... -+- a< C-i. ( ~ + tt..) 
-f .. ·-f-f C-i { ~ -t- l'L) 
-f .. _,. cl'l ( ~ T-tl.} 
+ .. - y ~ ... , (,.,,,., 1-tZ.-1) 
-t .. + d.(3 C11.. 
_..,,,..4 x .+- . -. 
Since each power of x nlUst vanish we may write 




~ +o( Xm-r -r@l c 
~+1)( ~ +y) 0 
- <~ +o<.+1)(1'h?+(3-tt) c 
c,. - (/h1f-'l_J("'11 -+'/_,.? , 
- c~ + d.-+ 1)( '»'!Ta+'), ~ 'tqx ~ x 13) 
( "'h-1 + '-) ( ">'1 + y 7 I) ( "'h1 + I){ ""'1 ~ C., 
C,._ "' «z~ +<I+ A- I):'"'< f'/~ 1-"-" 1) C 
-1-11 ftt.)( ">-Y1 + 1 +11. -I) t1. - I 
Prom the 1nd1c1al equation, -"'1("'1+y+1)~01 we ha.vet 
For "l'J.1 :. o ,' 
} 
~ .: I - j 
C0 :: C 0 
C1 :~C ''7 0 
cl..= ~+'r(?+1)c -=- ci((o<i-1):~<(?+1) 
2· (l~t} , /. 2. 'f('j-fl) c" 
ctt.:::. 8Co<t1)----(()(.-t-a-1)f(~t1)- -- (3t.'2-1) 
/. 2.' 3 · .. ll · j ( '/ •ff):~ _. (/ 't ti. - I) 
We now have as one integral of (2.1) 1 
5 
Tho r1cht mombor of the rorec;oing with the constant multiplier, c;-:. 1 , 
is the hypor0eometrio serios: it is usually ropresented by the symbol, 
F (~I f 1 /1 x) . 
i''or '»t: / .. j , wo have 
co :: co 
c, = (t-7-t-~)( 1-t r(3) c 
t. (1-7) 0 
Cl-:- (o< -t-f 1)(d.-(+)..X1-'f+1)((3-'f-t:-2co 
I . 2 . Ci -f "f 2 -7 -t ~ 
-
- ( o( - v + ~ )( A - t + IL) c 
C' 4- /- !-= ti- - I 
(l -1 f-ti} 12. 
llence a second particular integral, provided 1 -y 1s not equal to a 
poaitivo integer or zero, is 
~:i- :: F (d.-1+-1, ~ .. '/+', 2 .. y, ") 
If t -y 1s not a positive integor or zero, the general solution or 
(2.1) is 
If~ or ~ 1s o. negative intesor, ~, roducos to a polynor:rl.al. 
6 
The following facts should be noted. 
(1) If I -'(:.·a- \there } is a positive integer or zero, ~'is still 
an integral but t \..will be of form 
~l... :: ~' ~ y. -t- ~ p~ ~ ~ x 
providet1 that ~ or f-> * I, 1, ~ ... ·, .~ • If ~ or p., ::::: 1,i.., J,, ···, ,.- then 
'1 1 and ~~rem.a.in integrals but 'd"- reduces to a polynomial if 
the integer to which o< or ~ is equal exceeds l. In case ~ 
or~ ~1, a van1ah1nG factor appears in the numerator and 
denominator of each coefficient beginning with c • The 
result obtained by ignoring these factors (1.e.,~by treat-
1nc their quotient as l) gives an available form for d~· 
? 
(11) rr t-y:.h, whoro ~ io a pon!t1vo 1ntocor, ~s. ro~lms o.n 
1nto51'1Zl but 'J' will ba of tho .foro 
~ 
1 
: '}~ ],1., + o. po'1or oor1on 1n x 
provide<! x or r;-./::: 0,-1, -2, ·· -(4-1}. In th1a case ~· re:r.n1no nn 
1ntot;ral o.ntl rec!'..loos to a polyno=io.l 1f tho 1ntor;or to 
which ~ or (1 i:s oquo.l exooodo the value of "I • Othorwloe 
bcg1nn!n5 with c,.1 a vanishing fo.otor appears in the nu-
r<cro.tor o.nd dono:~lno.tor or every oooff1o1ent. An nvn11-
able form of ~· ronults by troat1nr, tho quotient of theso 
fao tors u l. 
(111) Tho lntet;rnls do not oonvori;o for /.id > I • 
2. 50LtiTio:; r:• L::.sccz::u1:1.J Pa,'11:.Rs CF x. Ir in (2.2), (~+:<)('"11(12o ,, 
bo ohoson na our 1nd1cio.l equnt1on our tr!.a.l aor1oa wlll bo ln des-
condinc po':'1ers of x. .L..ot tho trio.l ecr1ea bo 
c - .,._, ( ~-1. ..,_ll+t ~-"""' 
~ : o X -f- (_, ')C T •'1. ',: -+ .. _,. C:-<,... ·•) X + C. t )' -t- • 
4 : CoW\"091·~. ,, ( "l.._. .... -1 ( ) ,_,.:3 C (-.. ) ,,.._n. _, J r '"-1 ,..,,,,,,._ T- c.,_ 'l9f•l. ~ ...,. ... -11 ,...,.11, x +·· 
Zubnt1tut1n~ tho forecolns in (O.l), we Ret 
Hence 
c. -...,,(">'t1· 1) ,1-+ c,( ...... ,)('\-'>i-1) 
- (o(..,,.y,,,.-1) 
-t'lc •• (~_,, 
4 ,,,,, ( ,..,.,.., -1) 
' •I 
- t c, ,.,.., 
-+ tf c_, 
~ c, ( ~ - 1) 
...... :'\ .... \. ( ' "71•/I. 
X -+ (_ , ( » - 1 Y ~ -11 :rt -+ · · • t: '\ .... -vf,., · , - ! ~ + .. 
- c. I ( )"1 - I y '>tf •t -t•• (( •. ,f '9<• t••t .... • 
-tt(.1. (...,....,.2.) -t 1C.,t.(--\J 
"',1c_i. ( ~ -'l.) -f (\c.'1. ( f\.'t1·~ 
_ ye.. ( ~ _ ') -ye-< 1 ") (>,,-I\ 11) 
+" (~ c _,_ -+ :t f c. rt. 
+ c -i. ( ~ - l..) ...,. c:. 'l ( -m -1\.) 
c 
-1 
c _ l.. =- l"h-7 ( M-t -• )C ~ r-y-iJ( '»I-+ t ... 2..) c" 
[ c~-•Xl'ht-1..)J [l'n1 t-d.. tf3-1) -t-~f J[ ~ +~tf-1-J t~(3 
c_11. : ( ~ -A- -f- I J( ~ + t - IZ.) 
( "l'1't -IL)( 'l->1taf1 f-fl..)-td.f 
C : i ( I,,,.~ -tJ e. 
_, /td..-(3 " 
c -(tt.-1} 
C = r:X.(o<.-f•)(f+<1.-t'i..1+"'-t-f')c 
-1. l·t.U+a1.-(3)(1+i:i-13+1)- e 
c :: 
-A 
q (~+I)( o( i-1) , · · .. (o(.f.A-1)(1 +~ -f )(1 -f ,;i( -'f + 1).- · · · (/ + ot-y -1-rt. -I) ( 
I·~. 3 .... t2. (If-al.. -13)(1 +cl.-f.i+-1)(1+;.. -(l.,1) ---(I +.J-(3-f-A ~1) 0 
We have now for an integral, 
- . _o( F< .L) ~· : '")( o(, l-t-~-71 /'f-°"-f; " 
Thus we have found one particular integral of (2.1), 
For~~-~, symmetry enables us to at once write 
8 
9 
The general solution in descending powers of x is therefore 
j= Aj. -+ 13 il-
~ 1 and ~"- converge for /xi> I • 
CHAPTER III 
THE SEHIBS 
1. I!iTf\O:WCTIOU. The series, I +f!f1 x + '3(""+•>ar11rOx-i..+ · · · · • · I ·'f /• 1· y(y71} 
1n called the hyporgeomotric aeries and is denoted by tho symbol, 
F(ri,~.y, ~) as previously pointed out. It is a function of tho four 
quant1 tioo <X, ~ , 7 1 o.nd x. Trroue;hout thia d1sousaion ol, (3 , and 
1 will be treated as constant quant1t1est x, as a variable quantity. 
A glance at the function will show that it is eymmetr1e with respect 
to oe, and f' : hence an interchange of these two ele~ents does not 
alter the value of it. Further, on writing out the nth term, 
v(oe +rX GA •fl.) .... ( o( -f '>i '1) (3{,d-t• 1<13 "#- 2.) - .. ·¥? -t"' '-i.) x ~ -, 
1.1"3 -····· ('>'1-1)"jCy·ff)(y-fl) - ···(y-t'1-2..) 
it 1a evident that y rruat never be a neentiva 1ntecer for if this 
10 
were the oo.se the ( 2+tyl )th and all terms thereafter are either 
1ndef1n1tely ereat or indeterlT'innte. If~ is a. negative integer, the 
(~+/~/)th and all succeeding terms vanish, reducing the series to a 
polynomial. Similarly if r is o. negative integer, tho ( 1 + f1I )th and 
all torms thereafter vanish and we have n polynomal. If y 1s a neg-
ative inteGer whose aboolute velue is greater than~, and~ is a nog-
ati ve integer, the van1sh1nt; ter:!lS follow1n13 tho ( 1-t~I )th torm may 
mislead ono into thinking that the series reduces to a polynomial. 
In reality the series will be of the form, 
a polynomial + vanishing tares i- indeterminate terms1 
In the re~a1n1ng cases the series proceeds to infinity. 
In co.ao F(e1,~·f·~ is f1n1te, it represents a rational algebraic 
function: otherwise it represents,1n most cases, a transcendental 
function. ThJJ hyporGoometric series, for special values of its 
11 
letters frequently reprosonts well known funotions. The expression of 
functions in hypereeo~etric series will be dealt with in Chapter VII. 
2. COlNEEGENCE OF TEE HYPERGEOMETRIO S.SRIES, F(c1,,f•fi 1) 
= 1 +~i< +c:J\(o<.,1JL1)'3..,.,)')C'1.+ .. · + 01<"'+1)···(~-.~--i.)<(~X/3t-r)· .. yi-t.-,-2Jx')f·' 
I· y I· l. ye y-+ ') I .:2. ·· '3 . . . (">? ~ 1) y ( y ""r) ••• (y' "t,,., • 1.} -+ ... 
VJo shall first etlploy the. ratio teat. 
u,.,.+, (o<. + ~ - 1Xr1 -t ')1 - 1) -u~ t'l'l('f+,,.,.,-1) 
I <~ +I -;x~ -f'-~); ' 1 . I.,., ~ Ix +1-.l. 
NI r)f 
Therefore the series converges absolutely for fJ<I< I n.nd divere;es for 
1~1 > f • 
The ratio test fails for X:.f • Let us use Gause' Test. 
By Gauss' 1.rest the series converges only when 
(I+ y) - (o< if) / I 
Ol" when o( -+ (l - 'j < 0 and then absolutely. 
'l1he question of convergonco for X:-1 remains to be settled. The 
f ollow1ng theorem will be used. 
rr If .Jl.?i._ can be exprosaed in the form 
(J"1"f-/ 
.::::: .,,,, 1 2 
the series ~ (-f} Utt is converc;ent if )< > o. ' 
For the F(<J,~,y, 7:)'wo havo 
·~::. -n<1+'l1-t) 
U41 +1 (-'<i-'>1-tX~-t~-f) 
lJ It '41 f'or convenionce - will be ueod. 
ll-tt~ 
~ -t-t}y-+ )\) : ..,,~ +-n () 1-y)+ t_ 
~-+~'ff'+'>!) n ~ ~ 11( fA -t~) + c1. (3 
I + I +-t _a(.-(} -t- t -$ - (ii +6X , -41. -~ .. f) - °'-fl (t -t y-ot ~~) 
'l-1 '>t + "1 (cl. "t (1 +ol.f) ">? (It! 1. -f ~ ?? + .:( (5) 
It is now necessary to show that 
[
:/:_°'P-(d.?(3)(Hy-r1.-(3) - r:<e(t+y-«-19) ] = Qf.1.~\ c,1 
~ +(~t-(1)'>'1 +~(3 r;,(,,,.,'l..+-d+f3"'~f3 '01 
"" 1 [y-~~-C~tf3Xr-.'(-<:A-(3) _ o<(1(1~y--:J.-,riJ ] ~ k. 
'111..-t ( °' 't (3) o?1 + "'f ..,, ( '>1 ~ ~ -tp 11 +-;.(~ 
for all vnlues of n)n~where k is a constant. A rea.rrnne;ment of the 
lcrt oember g1ves 
for all values of n. 
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(3.1) 
·No now proceed to oho\1 that the sooond term of tho loft mombor 
ca.., be oa.do leas thnn some constant for a sufficiently large valuo of 
l. '.i'ha theorem is frot.t .urotTo'lichfs 11 Theory of Series~ p.56. A proof is 
g1 ven in l·Iote I of the Appand1x. 
2. 
n, any ni 1 nnd all valuos of n thereafter, that 1a 
(3.2) 
which r.D:J bo \7r!.tton 
l .,, .,_ .. (:•11),. 'f-ol (3 \ ..c. 
for all vnluos of n nftor n 11 • Th'3 truth of th1a 1ncquo.11ty 1::J obvluo 
since tho deno:nnntor la or h1::;her <locroe than tho nu:::crntor in n. 
'L"hoso two 1noqunl1t1eo, (3.l) a.nc (3.2) enable U3 to write 
tor all vnluoa or n )n _. Thus we havo shown th.o.t u,.., t:lD.::f be oxpressod 
. ' 
1~1 thri f orr11 
1-f'/-ol.-/1 + 
1'J I 
7horoforo F~~·f. 1) converc;oa for~, ... ,, 1f l+y--<·(l';>O or "1(l·y-t <.o. 
?he question of convorgenco has no~ bocn ::Jottlod for ovcry cnac. '.i'ho 
results or th.la art1clo 'Cll.Y be aUI::I:?arized as follows: 
'?ne hJPorcoolU!tr1c oorica, F(11.1f.1,1), converi10B a~aolutcly when 
{xi < I ll.."'ld di vorc:;cs uhc:l />ff ~I • .,lhon 'J( = I , F(d~.y,.ponvorc;cs o!lly whon 
':I( +(1- 'f <. O and then n'b:rnlutely. ·,'ih.on x :a - / 1 F('~ •. ~y,.r)convort;oa 
onl7 when c<-+ (3 -1- t < 0 , nnd ao::Jolutoly if Cl(• I' -y < o • 
~. TiIZ DIFZ.~iTIATio:; O? FC::i./~. y, ~· The <.!1ffercnt1o.t1on 
of tho hJPorcco~trio series tore by tert:l is valid for all vnlurs or 
the variable within tho interval of convorgonco o1nco all power series 
aro unifor::ily convor~ent 1n tho 1ntorvoJ. ot oonvorgenoo. 
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For tho t1rat der1vat1vo we have 
(3.3) 
'!'he aeoond dor1vnt1vo 1a 
~ [A~-t-1Yfr') + l <ci+1}Vl+1.'(a-t'?fr9-11) x + · · . 
1 l·<yt t) J· 2 .(y-1Jf. y-11) .
. ·-t ,,, r .x -ti Jr P<.., l) ... ~ -+~ fJ,-+ iX'B + L} · · ·p-+ tJ. x"'-.+ .... ] 
/. 1 .... ?t ·('(·f{ '("1'2.) •... ct-1'"1) 
= c<(d .,,)13(13-1,J F ( ~+l, 1 ~ -t1., 'f-+2 y) rcyl.f.b I 
(3.4) 
and tho third 
ii;~[ Fr«.(l.v,r)]:: af(d+1J&1-1)/9~1-t1f;t~l) F("~ ~(3-t~ y-1J,x) 
cot )C I' y<y+''ff-+t) (3.5) 
Equattona (3.3), (3.4), (3.5). lead to the cusaurtpt1on 
To establish this we shall ahov that 1t holds true tor n:: If.+' 
d. IL-# / Fr. ·1 ~\: ~ {·.f (~+1X~ -.:1). ·~ 1-tt-1Jp<ri:ol(3+ 1)···f+-t:!} r, -+ 
J.,_11.~ 1 ~,t,~J ~ y(y+1Xy+-;J····{j+tt-1) ~ 
C'( ..r.~Ytft-t)" + it .. 1.Y-7-1 -i-41~ -f1.~ 1""., 1) ")( i. + . . . . . . ] 
I· -t-t} I· :J ·o/t-1.)(y-.11..+t) 
+ 2.(o<.+nJ(4'-f-tl.+t)l~-1-ll.)((!11t+f} x -1- ••••• 
f. J. ·(/-+ir.:(. 'f-t 1t. -f I) 
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... + '1(o<-tit.X«-+-1%-fl}··'(oC"f11.+.,,-1Jf?tt1.)0~1t-4l) .•. ¥1'1'1t+"t-1) .,. .. I ~ 
1.2.1 ... ..,,·ty-+11.X'/"f11.~1) ···(y,..rz+,,,, ... 1J x- -4-···) 
~ D{ ( c( -f>t}(~ -t'J.) .•. f< '1- IT; - 1X11¥ 'f-IX'f-t2)·. (~ 't .~-:+, - 1) FC d-4,(~/ ff"A"' 
1 ( Y-+tJ( '/of- '4 ... (y "'(- tffi - I) i ~,. +[ )') 
which establishos (3.6). 
4. THE INTEjGRATION OF f(d,f', y, y}. Sinoe the F (d,fi t, 1) is a 
power ser1es it is uniformly convergent in the interval or oonvergence. 
Therefore integration term by term 1a val1d for all values of x 
within this interval. Integrating onoe we have 
JF(o<,~·fiY.) = (>< +~ x2.-+ li+1 ( +1 x3-+ . .... l·:J·'f /. 'l. 3. (f-fl) 
.. ·+ qfo<-t1)'.'o<+2.) .. <c:(+.,, .. 2J13~.,,¥+i) .. ~"f~·2) x'"+ .... ) + c, 
= ')( (1 +.,:fr~ t- "'Co<T-1~~<(3+1J )C'l- + ..... 
I· :l· 'J. y<y+1 
~. 
Let S(~.(3. f,y,~ denote the runction, 
-} -'- ~ ~ y + '=1<r1. -+Of?Y3-tt) "1--t- .. -+ cf( oe +,y,~2) ... (« .. "· '1)f3¥3-+•X'111':J) .. ·~-t->t-2' .;·+ .. 
re [·ti) ~ (r -ti)( [·n) f ('(~9 4( f +r}(.(°-t'l). -(~ .,..,, .. ,"ty.Xy-1-.Xy .. z) .. <.{ .. ,,,.9 
Then J F(t1,f~'/1'f) = Y. 5(c(,f, 11y,,c) +c, 
ff~(J.~).,_: (£" ~ ~ ~ S-+ ~ •. + c((oC+1){riof2.) .. (o('f'>1 ·1)q<;,~'fl~~+1)· .. 0-t"'i·~) X..,+:.) ,_ ~! 1 ~.,.t)l y(y•tl"fti) ···1/t'r-~) + 
-t- c, ·)C of. c ~ 
-=- "~ S ( ct,f, 2, y, y) -1 c, .,:: -1- e,_ 
The f ollow1ng may be easily verified 
r fr [ F(J1J1: I! s («, ~· v-.y' r) -I c, 1'H~ y/1 +C3 I( H" 
[ [ [ J j F ~1) ~ fr' s ('·f· r, 'f•-;:) +c, x 'f+c.'. ~ 1+ c, ~ •.,, '~ v:., c, 
This leads to the following for the general case: 
f [ f ·-I F@r)\ :.:! S (<t,f, ~.p)r c,x~t.~•·!,. ... c,., ~ + c~ 
We establish this by showlnc that (3.7) holds true for l<=K+I• 
Ir... f F ~l~ ff ;.:1 s """13' "· t·•) -I c, x•H. x""'.,., .. + '•·· x +cd d,K 
::J:f L [ i -t ~ + o<co1.,., r13 +1 xi. 
(1< .. t)f I{ If f<-+ 1)f 1{(11+1 H-t-1.)y<y-+1} ..+- •••• 
. ·+ o<(t:(t1Xot .,.1)-· .(o1+11-1-)(3C(!.,.'Xf1'2-) • ·-·· (13-f.-,, .. ~) x"'-.;. .... ] 
f\'(1<1-1X1<12) .. • (t-<-+,., .. ,) ycy_,..1~yi'l) . · .. f./-t-·>t-1.) 
A I< IC• I } II + "°1)( +~,. ~ + ... Cl<,
1




lft-1 ~ l<+l.. K 1-'3 
: ._!_ x::.:.:... .,. ~ J.? x + o((olefl)~( & .,..,; x 
tk-1)! ff(f<ti) Jf(lt'-.rX~+.i),Y l<(k'1'1Jit-+l.XIH·J)ycy.,.r) -+ .... ~ 
.. ~C«-t-1X«+~ .. (ol-f-?7 .. z.)~1-1X(!~'-). ··f'!'f-,,,-1) X "''1-"" 1 
+ l({k'-ft)<rt+i..)···<1<.,.111· '/l'f-t-r"t.y1-i.). ··'\:(+,,., .. 2.) .f- .. •• • 
-f C y K+' f( ff-I 
Ir -t l 1 Y + C3 )(' -f• ··-/- (.f'( )t +. C,l"C+t 
X J<+I 
.: kl 5 ( c(,(3, w+ ,, y, x) + c, ,. H"f-~ ~i..,.. ""-t .. -. 
. .. + c c 
If )( -/. I(+ f 
'l'his eatnbliahea (3.7). Equntion (3.7) 1a true tor all pos1t1vo 
integral values or ~. 
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5 .cmt'l'IGUOUS FUNCTIO!iS. \'lhon one or more or the oonatant ele-
ments~, ~, and 1 of F(lf,f/1 ~) are inoreo.sed or d1m1n1shed by one, 
the tunotions which ar1ao ere known as contiguous tunotiona of f(ct'f.y,y) 
For oonven1onoe 1n wr1 tiru.; f<d,f1of •r) will hereafter be denoted by F(<r,(1.yT) . 
F(~,~.y) when such notation is dos1rable. 
t1ons: 
The primary function, (: (~ 1[!•/) furn1sheo six conti()\10U8 .f'unC• 
F (ol-t-1, (3· 'I) 
F (o<+1 1 (3+', y) 
F ( o(.,.I, (?>+', y +1) 
F c~, (A +1, y) 
F ( .,., f-'..,.,, y-+') 
F ( "'• (31 y ..,.,) 
Between any two or these and the primary tunot1on 1tsolf ox1ets a 
relation expressed by a very aitJplo linear equation. Since tho num-
,. r 
bor or such pairs of contiguous runot1ona 1a -;:-;:_ , thore nro 15 auoh 
linear relations. To derive theso we proceed as follows. Let 
~ +i)(~1't.) .. .. ( A"f-~-•).@(~'1-tX'[1....-i.) .... (3 'f'')oy -i - M 
,. ,.. a • ·· "1 -ycy.,.,'><y.,.1J. ···Cy+..,·•J -
Tho coorr101ont or x'" in F(~,fJ.1) is 
~ (~ 1-1X;+1.) ... ( cl.-t-'>f • t) r3 ((1+4Yt4-f-'1-) .••• ·0..,.'>1 -1) ~a<( (3 -.~-·1 M 
-,,., fCy-t-1Xtn-). ··· ()'-t-->t -1) 
The ooeff1o1ent or x""' in f(•, [S·t, y)1a 
of(c< -t•JCci+~ ·V-f."-~~r1t1)f 1.,.1} .•.. \1-1-~ .. l) :: °'0 .. •>M 




Similarly for tho coeff1c1onts of ~~ in the following series we have 
F (d-t-1, ~I y) (i -t')i'Xf~~ _,, f1 (3.10) 
f(d,f I y ... ,) g{~ -t~-4)(t-t'l1 -1) M (3.11) 
I y-1 
F ( iXt-1, -a, y) 'h Cyr"1-t) M (3.12) 
I 
It follows from (3.B),{3.10) 1 and (3.12) that the coofficientJ( ofx~ 
in 
(3.13) 
From (3.9), (3.12), (3.8) weobtain by a similar processz 
(3.14) 
Permutinc o( w1 th f in (3.13) we get 
(3J.5) 
Elimino.tinr; F(~,~. y-1)rrom (3,13) and (3.15), 
(r-rJ..) F( ot, f, y) +~ F ( °'.,.,, ~, y) -~ F(~, 13-r-•, y) ~ 0 
l>ernrut1ng o<. w1. th ~ 1n (3.14) 1 
(3.17) 
Eliminating F(~,f +1, y) i'rom (3.15) and {3.17), 
By permutation of~ Vii. th ~ 1n (3.18), 
Combining (3.13) and 3.19), 
Using (3.16) and (3.17), 
A pormutation 0£ « with f gives 
Replace~ by c<-1 and y by 'f'+/ 1n (3.13). The result is 






[o{-1 .. cy-~)~] f(«1(3, y-H)-+ cy+1 .. 4()F(ri .. 1,f,yt~-yo-~) F(J,~1 0:: ac3•24>' 
When {3.24) is subtracted from (3.23) 1 F(ri., 1, f3• y-t-t) 13 eliminated and 
the result is 
I'; This 1s not one of the 15 linear relations between 
two of its contiguous funot1ons. 
(325) 
BJ' permuto.t16n or<:( with f 1 we obtnin from (3.25) 
A oomb1nat1on of (3.21) and (3.25) gives 
Fro::i permutation of c:( with pin (3.27) results 
A co:nbination or (3.25) and (3.27) gives 
y [ y -' -(2 y "'"' (~ - 1> JC] Fr '((3,y) + ~ ~)( 1-13) ic F <~f ,y+i) 
- yCy-1)'1-x) F<e1, f• y- 1) :. o 
6. LIUEAR RBLATICUS BET:/££:.!j F<~•f• y) , r- ( '1(+1
1 
f1 -t-/, y'f-11 y.} 
AND F(~t-21~~1, y +1) The following notation will be uaod 
F = F c~·(l·'f· >') ~ r=c~,f·Y) 
FI:: F ( d.·o, 13, y, ,i:) :. F (o<+•, (31 r) 
F,, = F(o<+',f "'', y.r) = F (d11, {3 .,.,,~ 
F ''' = F («·fl, 14J+1, r+', .,.) .: F < c< +', ,~.,,, y+i) 
,. F ( I F :: - ct'-+-2 1 f1-tt,y1•,1)::. F<O'"f-'•f~•.y-f-1) 
F " = F ( rl. ~ 1. I (~ + l, Y-f I, )() ~ F ( v( 1'- 2i ~ -f. z., 'I -I~ 




Setting o(-::. d. t-1 in (3.17) we have 
fy-~ -f -I) F' - ( y- ti -1) F -f (' (, -'f() F " - 0 
setting 11..~o<-H , ~~(i+1 1n (3.2s>, 
1\1-'f)F '' - '/ r=.r + c y-rJ. -11 ~ F '' ~ o 
Setting ~ --.o< --t I ' f -.. ~-ti 1 y ").. Y ...,, , 1n(3 .1:3), 
~ .... o(- t) F1' 1 -((a< -+0 F '"' ... y F 11 :. 0 
Plaoing o( ~ °" "t '2.. 1 (' -.. f..,.. 'l.. 1 y :::. y--+ f 1n( 3 .26), 
Cy__ -t--t J (1 .. 1) F v .... (y-t 1) F 'v + C y-o1. - ') r. F v' -= o 
Plao1ng o(-:; "- -.-i.. 1 (':r..f+i... 1 y ~ y..,_1 1n(3.17), 
(j-d..-f-2JF 1"- Cy-o(-1)F
111
tC(~i-OU-~) Fv=- o 
Eliminating F 1 from (3.30) and (3.31) 1 we obtain 
Eliminating F '' from (3.35) and (3.32), 
F 1v E11m1nat1ng from (3.34) and (3.33~, 
(y + ') F 111 - ( y-1- 1) F ' ~ -f. ( f -+-I) 'f. F v I - Q 








y Cyti)F - cy-rrXy- r/. t(-' f I ~f''.!..(:.(-11X~11)x(l_ ... -,1 Fv 1=- 0 (3.39)1 
1. From this equation Gauss obtained the differential equation satisfied by the 
hypergeometric series. See Appendix, Note IV. 
The tollow1n...~ type or rolat1ona are eaa1ly obta1nad. 
Shtilarl7 one can allow that 
I=(~, rz +11 f) - Fra,
1 
a. y) : y F («·o, r'-+'' "fi-') .. -:!f F '" 
F ( ~ "1 1, f· y) - f C (f,11.y) = .fi..-y F<" .,~'(-'•', y..,.1) : J1 1 F "' 
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y y 
F ( ~.f 41, 1.,.,> - FC J,f·r )s. 1fr:~~~ f (~+1, c~+', 1.., l.) ~· 37) 
F (c<., 11 f, y'"+t) - F c ",f;f) -: yq~~l t= c" ~ 1, (' ., , , y 1,,_'J 
F (o1 •• ,ri ... ,, y) _ F<.f·/,~ = ~r-·y F' .-.,1 ..... y-11) 
F ( '!(-+ 11 f .,, y) - 1=-r -<,; l. r) =- f' -;-!x F<i ... •, f· y-f.t} 
F ( ''r ·ff, yJ - F ( :1--+1, ~·r) = x:f y Fr~ .. ~ 1 .,.,, "ft•) 
~ «-(1. JC F ,,, 
y 
There are many other liKt rolnt1ona between auoh funot1ona. 
Acoording to Gauss the number or relat1ona betweon F(c1,~1 y) , 
f (~~~ p 11", 1+ "') , and F(cl1~'. f+/, y.,. "ll'), where A , I, 1.1, A' 1f ', and 1J 'aro 
either o, _..' , or -1 , is as larr;e a sum o.a 325.1 
7 • CO!lTINUED FRAOTI ONS. Let 
Then 
D1v1do Equation {3.39) by F(o<, (1-+'1 y-+',1 tlmas 
or 
I 
Then for -:J (~+1, ~, 1 +•, y) 110 will have 





lt 18 the .f ollow1ng continued rraotlon tor j ( r:f,~ '(, y:} Tho res1.i 
I 
/ - Co '1 ---
/ - Ir.,_, .L:.><--
1 - C~t ....1.Y:...---
/ - If.._, _'I-. __ 
I - c2 Y 
I - I(' l. "'f 
1 - c_, >< 
~-
/ - cfc. 
where o( <y-11) ycy.ft) 
<oc +'Yt+i-tl} 
(y +l.}( y-t 3) 
c "2. : (d.. -fl.}< y-1- 2 -@ 
'f -1- 'f )( t -(- ~~ 
fJ -
"' 0 -
~ -ti)< t-r, -oC} 
lt + 1X y-ti) 
~ + i)( y +2 - QI.) 
ff_+ ?Xi-f 'f) 
!@ -t3J ( 'f ~ 3 -o<J 
0j +sX y-1- ') 
, .................. ' ... ··········· 
c f1,. = (o< -f n. -x '/ t II, - ;i) k tz. :: 
Cy +2.tz.}( 1 i- .2~ ~ 1) 
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The law of progression or this traction is evident. If in the fraot1on 
rJ. 1 r1 , y-o< , or 'f ·f' , 1a a negative integer, tho rraot1on w111 
terminA.te: Otherwise it 1s oont1nuod indefinitely. 
The t10ot interesting appl1oat1on of (3.40) is found whon (3 and 
y are set equal to 0 and y - / 1 respectively. Then 
I= ( c:ir, t, y, '/() = 
:. 
F ( o<, ~+,, y-t1, x) _ 
F ( q1,f3, y, ,r) -
I - C, y 
~--
/- /(1 y: 
I - e ~ 
F c <¥, ' , y, c) 
I 
I - k', y 
I - CJ.,c -=---
, ... e-f.c 
where c :-
0 
c, : ~~t;~1-) 
C. 2.. = ( ,J. 't '2..x '/-f I l 
('/ f 3x_y.,..'I) 
}(" ::" x-o( 
7<yt-f) 
I'( I = l. ( y + I - "'1 
<t t-1.)( yt3) 
k2..:: 3(y-+i.-~) 
0/ 7- 'IX'f-tS) . . . .. ... 
CA- : ~ +11.}( f-f +':l_ /(/\. : 
~ _, "f l11,)(y+1"-) 
(11,. + 1}( 1..,. 1.- a!..) 
'Y i 1A.)( 'f + l-t ·ff) 
But (j T 'f) ')1.:. F(-'>l, f, f 
1 




\_f-t-~ :-- I 
I - ·'11~>-'--
1 -+ ~:::..· 'f. ----,_ ~~ 
'2... '3 
l - 2.( ?1 .. y .,c 
'f·S-
J -t- efc. 
t- /.. , ( -t-) 








/ - etc. 
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Other f'unotions ms.y be expressed in the form of continued frac• 
tions in thie way. Thus 1 by uae of Equation (A. 11) , 
t = ~ f ~t F(I, I, 1, ~ 21) , we obtain 
f : 
I -
I '1·'f ,'1, --~ 
7·? 





THE Tr FU:NCTION OF GAUSS 
l. DEFINITION J<zl1D FUUDAMENTAL THEOREMS. The lT function was 
introduced into analysis by Gauss during his investigation of the 
possibilities of su."m'llatton of the hypergeometric series. Aside from 
1ts use in su..'l'J'.Dl'U1t1on of the se~1ee, this function has other interest-
ing applications as we shall see later. Tho summation of Ff~, //1'(1'f) 
is of ooursa 1mposa1ble unless the series is convergent. Convergence 
depends upon the value of x and upon the relations between the 
elements o/.. , f 1 and f as shown in Article 2 of Chapter III. 
Consider first the ordinary geometric series, whose sum will be 
denoted by 5 • 
Multiply by (/ - 'I) 
(L - ~) S :- I 7 ( c, -1) ,c + (21. - c,)x '). ~ (c~ - l'2.),;x 1 + ... -t-(c"'. "~ .. ,)?< ~+ · ... 
When ~ -:..f 1 the sum of the right member is Ct>t • We then have 
(! - ~) S =- c~ 
In the series F(~, ~'f' 'f.) there is convergence for 
'( -ri.. 'f' ) a • Let us impose this condition: thon 
'f. :: I provided 
r-( It(, f' '/• "!) 1s 
aonvergent. Moreover its terms are getti~g smaller and smaller and 
approach zero as a limit since in all convergent series the nth term 
approaches zero as a limit. For the present purpose it is desirable 
to use the series F(~1 f,'(-t 1 >r) • Now, provided y-1-«-(3 >o • 
we may \Vri te 
for "f ::. f • 
By (3.29) we have 
Y<c<-1-f' -f) f(o<,f,X 1) -+{y-~)r t-f) I=( o(,f, 'f-+I, 1): 0 or 
t=-( rX, A,'/, 1) "' (;/--<. 'y y-f!_) 6 ( '-<, 11, y-fl, 1) 
( // '/( y-o<13) ! 
From this 
=- ('/+I - ~Ky-u-;r.) F (o( l i) 
('j'"ff)(f "ff -.<J. -f) I (11 '(T ' 
'- .. ... .. ... ... ' 
- y-1-2-~1<f-t1.-,13J FC~,f, y+1,1) 
(( 7-1)( y-+ 1 -. ~ "(3) 
' • t.. ... -
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It 1a convenient to 1ntroduoe a new notation at this point. Let 
l·2"3·'f ......... ·(( ~ 
' ~ /(~ 
('a+iJCJ -t1.)0 't~J .,..¥) ... ·g,.,.1r) 
where f<. is a positive integer. In this notat.ion Equation (4.1) 
becomes 
/=:(Li, f' Y, I) 
When } 1s a negative integer, the -r/ !'unot1on takes on an indefin-
itely great value. 
For positive integral values of J we have 
Further 
TT(~, (J) .: I 
7T I (I(, 1) : I+ J.... 
f ( 
TI( ) f.• 2. "<, \.. =- G .J. v, 
/+f( Ni-*) 
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1T (ff, a +1) : I ,. 2. . . . ... } #I J r-1 
e ~ ~ X1 f ~ ) . . . .. . ( 1 + ~ Yrf-~) 
= 1T(1<) 3) ~ ~ 
/ 7~ 
f( 
and since 1T ( 11 ~) : a-;; , 
TT ( k+', g) :: 
By means of this we ere enabled to write 
henoe this becomes 
This leads to 
~ ~°'' 3J-t/ J-f-1 J._I 





Equation (4,4) shows tho.t ~~ .. m I<, 'J) 1B finite, provided J is 
finite, and is equal to ~ ! • That is, in tho limit, 
It is evident that Tf(~, J) depends on } alono or on a !'unction of J- ., 
therevfore tho symbol 7T~ will hereafter denote T/(~J)• That 1s 
By Equation (4 .5) \Ye have 
fT (8 -ti} : ~ 1- 'J JG 




Multiply the right member by ~ • The reault is a. 
I'(} k13! -
(~-f/)r~-+1)(}f3) · ... Gt'r)JI-
since by (4.8) and (4.9), 





~ ~ 3! 
11~ '!. /.( ! 
rrc}-tt<l.: ~-+1}~-+2-) . ... ~+"'J77i:: ~-t'Ya+.iJ ..... c3.,.,t')Jf 
We now return to Equnt1on (4.3) 1 
7r( If, y-1) Tl<'<,. y-o< _13 -'> F< - ~, qr lo( ,) rrr f(, y-c<-1) rrr ,,,, y-15-1) 1 , .,. , (4.3) 
Since the limit of F(c<, (1, Y'f'<i 1) as f( increases without limit is l, 
we r.Ul.y write 
Fr <T, f' y, 1) : 1Try-1J 7T rt-"- .. f1 -1) 
Tr rt -:J( -1) 7rr y -!' _,) (4.11) 
whioh settles the question or summation of the b:n>orgoomotric oeriea 
for 'IC~ f • 
We may express Equation (4.11} in tho form 
(4.12) 
Th1s enables us to write 
or more oonoisely, 
In the same way the following formulae are derived. 
F ( q,f I '(, t) , 1= ( -~, (31 y-«, t) ::.. I 
f (d,~·111) ~ /=( ... ~, y, '/{'1 ,) ; 
2. RBLATION BET'1tlEEU 1f AUD -rr. From Equation (A.to), we 
obtain the formula, 
/ =- ~ -t • F ( i i .l ~ ,,_-!) 
I 21 l...1 
I .,,-€t/ 
If we set -r:- ::. 2: , 
F ( i, :i, ~' I) 
I+ .!:../.. -f I· I· j +I· I· 3·J,.... 
2 ·~ 2 "f•S- 2. 'f· ,, 7 + 
By Equation (4.ll) 
But 1 henoe 
Further ffa :: f and we get the result 
- -1. 
or 
/. (. /. 1 · J• 7 +. 
1·"f·'·f·'1 









Tr...J. .z.. : v;. 
or £i:_ rr.L -
1- - 'l-
(4.20) 
since 1T.J. - ~ 71.i 
~ - J- • 
3. RELATIONS BE1ViEEN THE T{ FUNCTION AND THE TRIGONOMETRIC 
FUMCTIOWS. The followin~ formula. is _given by Equation (7, 1'1) • 
1 this beoomes 
?tTr -
'2.. - .i 1) 1, 
e.nd by use ot (4J.l} we obtain the ?'elation, 
g. "",, _ ,,,, 7Tf I /~.J. 
2.. .2... =: 
Tr '!! TT-11 
l.. i:.. 
-i 'h [ Trt] 1. 
Tr: '11 TT !J. i.. ,_ 
h\lt by Equation (4.18) [ Tr..t]2= .,,- and {4.21) becomes 





Lat "h ~ :l}' • Then the preceding equation becomes 
TT:t , 7T..,, = ~ r c 4. 23 > 
I ~)rr 
Since 71~ : ~ TT(~ .11 wo may express th1s relation in yet 
another form 
fr_"' • f /t,. -1) - - 71-
() ~ ~ rr~ 
(4.24) 
Ii' a relation between 7f and Ctta a is desired., we make the 
subst1 tut1on, b ~ d ""i_ in (4.24). The result 1s 
T"n-i-j) - 7TC-i+J): ~';- ff) :::. -;r 
; + 2. c.c. 7r~ 
(4.25) 
Comb1n1ng (4.23) with our definition of 1T given by (4.2) we have 
~ .. L~ [ 1 , 2 • 3 · · · · '-< 1- (4.26 > 
~ 1rJ - ,'( "-1- (/" o-tJC 'f-~ ~x 'I-~ ,,_J . ... ~1 i:..~1 
or 
~ rra: rq ~O<> (J.:_tlf..<t.:J.'VbL\ ... (1r"..~-i.) 
J I Jl' 2-2- A 3 1- ) \f;T) (4.27) 
or 
(4.28) 
4. THE INTEGRAL, J;>- 'c. I - Y: I') Ix. IN TERlf.s OF 7r FUN CTI 011s. It 
0 
A 1 and fare positive quantities, 
f ~-'( 1'<\V X I "'f ) J...,c = ~ ~ _, [ 1 _ixµ.+ '1.J(11-r)"" 21' j J I! a I " - ...... . ' 
-t (-t)""-' 1H7J-t)· · - ·· (ll-.,,· 1 ) ~-1i.u ] 
("1-t)f x -f"" .. (4.29) 
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- fl )<A .. _ ~ l< l"k~ .,,~-·1 ir '.l)', A:.'. .... -+ ~, r-ivr.,,_,i .... (P-.. -.J t--tJ.1<,1-·J 
(!:_-!)/ x ( -+·J 
" 7; ~ _ .,, xi' ,.J + .,, c v-1 J e :lJ< ~ 
I· Y''fA) f. 2 · (2/~A) 
, .. , +tQ-.r·I 1/(71-f ... (p .. '>1-~ 'J\('>1-o/< ~) • . , 
'0-.1}, (,,,_,,.,"'~ 
f ~ F ( -~ ) I fa 't '' '1 /<) --
For X -:: I , 
(4.30) 
11h1.a theorom has many interosting applications or which the 
follou1ng 1s on example. Consider t~e integrals, 
Here ~ .. I ::. o or A~ I , / ~ y , 
values in (4.30) we obtain 
A : IT? 71-1 
I· 71- ~ 
We repeat this prooess for f3 • 
I 
V:::: -;: • Substituting these 
for x ~ 1 • (4.31) 
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Here ~ - I ::. 2... or ~, ~ 3 1 /< ~ 'f- 1 
these values in (4.30) gives 
The sul:tJ:;itut1on of 
(4.32) 
But and tharef ore 
and 
A f3 = 
rr -'f (4.34) 
The values of 1/- and /3 have been computed by Stil"ling.l His 
results are 
A = i .s1102s11714so59a7 
~= 0,59907011736779611 
Gauas 1 computation of B is slightly different, being 
/3 :::: o,59907011736779610372 
Now that the values of A- and 8 e.re known we proceed to deter-
mine the value of 7T-!: and TT-~ • By meana of { 4. 23) we wri to 
'f <f 
or 









- f ___, 
~ m 
"' l• These figures of Stirling and those of Gauss are found in 
Volume III of Gauss' Werke. 
A subs ti tut ion of this value of 1T- ~ in ( 4 .31) gives 
A= 
Solving for 1f-t,_ WG get 
7T.1.. -
'f -
Similarly we obtain for 7f _.! , 
'f 
7t~ : If r;;:r-: ~~ 
v~: v~110-
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(~ ) i<~-i) 
511 . ..;., IU TERMS OF 1f FUNCTIOUS. Let us denote by 
the symbol, M 1 the value or 
'}\ 
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~7Tcf<g) * 7Tc1r1 a-~) '-mfr, J-;) · ' 'Tr (I(, b -~t) 
Tr(~~, 11b) 
(I , 1 . "3 . . . . k )""~ 11 ,., Ir 
~. J.. 3 .... ??k} ,,. ki (~-1) 
(4.35) 
This expression is independent of §- and its value will remain 
the same whatever ~ may be. Let us choose zero for our value of J- • 
Since 7Tct<,o) =: 7T('H~,o):. I , we have for (i:.35) 1 
11( ff, --1,) • 7T(f(, -fiYT<rr, -; ) · · · · · · 1TC I(, - :-') (4.36) 
As K --; ~ this becomes 
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. .. . .. .. .. .. . 
(4.37) 




If ,in Equation (4.24), we set 
But the fnotors of the left member are respectively the first and last 
factors of (4,-06). Moreover, on setting 
2 
·~ >- 1 .VIG get J .,., 
in whioh the factors of t..~e left member are the seoond and next to the 
last raotors of (4,30}. This process oontinuea gives 
(4.39} 
and there follows from (4.38) 
r, ,., ) JT} 1T~ -; .. -- ~ ... 7Ta _ ~' _ 
-rr-~J 
6, THE INTEGRAL, 1 ~ fl e . ~ " ~ , 
ter, Equation (4.30), it was shown that 
41 
(4.40) 
In Article 4 or this chap• 
r, x ~ -· c I_ 11')'1 & 7'- ,, '!T® m;,, (4.30) 
" A Tr<~ ~11J 
v1here A 1 )'- , and v are constants. 
Let us make the substitution,. "f.. : t 1 and set ;U- ~ ' • Vie 
then have 
ffi\)Ti(y) 
A_ 1TC\ itv) 
{4.41) 
sinoe f 11!ff A-'{t-!)v . ft A·• v .....___--=--- ulvi - X (t ... /'A) J.. 'f :: () 1J ~ - d d 
Writing (4.41) 1n the form, 
and remembering that 
ger, we obtain 
( ~ ,\ -( ( lt' 11 J() ~ r-:J eta; 
7J ~ If~ 7Tv 
/\ TT(A..,.v) 
(4.42) 
where j is an inte-
Now let V increase without limit. ~)) becomes m and « --:)V 
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becomes e ... f where e. denotes the base of natural logar1 thnW. Theite• 
fore 1f A 1a positive T :: ( 7Tc. ~-1) oxpttessos the value of the 
1nt(Sgral1 J a"° ~ X ~ 1 e ._ 'J ~ • 01" letting ~ ~ ~ -f 1 , WO he.Ve 
m = I"' d ~e -~"if 1f A -f I > 0 
o<. 
In order to obtain a sen~ral oase plaoo d : g , o< .... \ -f of - 1 :: f , where 
o(. , ~ 1 are constants. Then 
becomes 
and ;t follows on sub$t1tut1on or A :: 
1t °' and. (6 +' e.re positive qunnt1t1eu. If oithor o<. or (1 la negn• 
t1vo ,4.45) beoomea 
IT--1. (4.47) 
2. 
CHAPTER V • 
THE TWENTY-FOUR INTEGRALS OF THE HYPERGEOMETRIC EQ,UATION 
l. NORMAL FORM BF THE GENERAL LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION OF 
l'HE SECOND ORDER. Consider the general linear differential equation 
of the second order, 
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~ r P"J;; t- Q a = o 
(5.1) 
.l. Jrlx o J }_ -1f PJ~ 
s &t ~ ::; V e - 2- t Then d I :: { - if.- ~-!;. .7 e,, 
,, - (.!..f z _pJv - ..!v JP+ d,..v\e-~fPJx 
d- - ct y 1)c 2 J~ J"f.1-) 
and 
On subst1tut1n; these values in (5.1) we have 
1 dv ,, 11-v 
If 'i/ denote -r and I/ denote fl::o-: , ihe equation becomes 
o~ ~~~ 
v '' +~( tf~-21r_ -P~v.:: 6 (5.2) 
-:;_(''Q-2~ _pl-) Let us represent the expression, ~ 't" ~~ J by cf. 
(5.2) then assumes the form 
v fl + <f v:::. 0 
(5.3) 
Tb.is is called the normal form of (5.1). There is a great advantage 
in using this form as will later be appasent. 
2. THE INVARIANT OF THE COEFFICIENTS Qf'rlHE LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION OF THE SECOND ORDER. t@u us make the substitution lJ- ::. J fr~) 
in (5.1). Denoting by primes differentiation with respeot to X we 
have 
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ef I _:: r 1 -{- f I} 
(J I I = d ''t + 1 J If I 1-J I '' 
When these are substituted in (5.l} there results 
or 
''+P,~' rJ + Q, J :: 0 or 
where (5.4) 
where 
" ,Ii I p :~ +P 
I I I 
Let the normal form or (5.4) be 
w ,, + <P. «) -= tJ 
I 
where w = J e i Jr, Jy_ 
Then l/1 1 '° 7- ( \l Q, -;J_ -5! -~ j I 
~ f +Pf r-Q - ~ct (J/+1- ~(>-/'1 f~ ~ 
~ 7 { ~q - ;J_ fl -PY 
which shows that ~ is a..~ invariant or the coefficients of the 
~quation, (5.1), under the transformation d :::: J f<"?<) • It follows ta.ht 
that any two linear equations suoh as {5.1) and {5.4) oan be transform# 
ed into one another if the normal form of eaoh is the same. This 
fact 1s of importance in obtaining the twenty~f our integrals of the 
hypergeometr1a equation. 
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3. THE SCHWARZIAU DERIVATIVE. Let d' and di..- be two partic-
ular integrals of (5.1) and let v; and v,__ be two particular integrals 
of {5,3), the normal form or 
d I :: V, (' -t/f Jy I 
~ ~ = s 
'-J--i- v,,_. 
Let us now determine the differential equation whiah is satisfied by 
S • Each of the quantities V or d'- may consist of two terms, eaoh 
containing an arbitrary oonstant factor. Since we oan divide by 
one or thses constants without changing the value of the quotient or 
altering its generality, the quotient containa at most three arbitra-





and V 1-- are solutions of v 11 + <./!v =a 
Vi s -
v'l-
v ,, + <f v = 6 
I 
or in logaritbmia language 
Differentiating this we ba.ve 
s ' ( 











-' ::: '12- - - VJ by (5.5) and (5.6). 
-r -c v."\ 1-+ r +- f :±L) 1.--
1 \/ I V, - ) /)( f \v 1--) 
-\~-~1- j_+~ 
v, v'l- v, v,___ 




by (5.8). We 
obtain 
,, I (- I .{ I or 1 
L _- _i_ _ 3_ + vi.) v v 1 ~\t , , ) \!. 
..S' s v: - .:.-1- ....... ~- _, -+\;~ ::--.2~ 
' v,,_ ~ v').. v, i.1,,__ v~ 
(5.9) 
On differentiating a third time: 








_ ( ~)'l- :: -d Vi- t1 -t- ~ ( V,_ ~ '1..-




I s II 






wh1oh is the differential equation satisfied by S • The left member of 
this equation is oalled the Sohwarz1an Derivative and will hereafter 
be denoted by r s,/(i . 
4. RELATION BETWETu'N THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES IN EQ.UATIONS 
VlHOSB INDEPENDENT VARIABLES ARE DIFFER:ENT OM THE HYPOTHESIS THAT THE 




in which P and Q are functions of X : R and S 1 functions of J- • _J pJ;c 
Let O 1 be an integral of (5.11). Substitute ~::: d, e in 
the equation and let ( Q -'}! -f ') be denoted by y . We then get 
the normal form or (5.11): 
d..)r -r- (/) li :;_ 0 
d "f- v 'f (/ I ( 5 .13 ) 
-J Prl J12 o 1-\ 




~ ( S - ;r;- ~I\ ) : then 
we have the normal form of (5.12) 1 
-;'-_v_~ r f, v, :c a (5 .14) 
Changing the independent variable in (5.13) from 'I- to ~we get 
5/t(~rf f(f!~) + r~ cc a or 
d~!J' + rki I ' ~ -t-L u, I - Q 
y --;; 6'1-- J'1- ff (5 .15) 
( ~ /I J7i 
where 6 ::--i; , 3- : -:;v:,,___ • 
Now reduce (5.15) to its normal form by means of the substitution 
(5.16) 
But the normal forms ot (5.11} and (5.12), namely, (5.13) and(5.14) 
will be the same expressed in terms of the same independeni:J variable 
if (5.11) and (5.12) are mutually transformable into one another. 
Com.paring (5.14) with <s,16) 1 which is the normal form of (5.13) 
after f is obai"lged to } in (5.15), 
J rv, + (1 ) v ::.-- 0 
we have 
But 
cf l- r1 I 








From the former equationa o~ substitution, namely 
pff~ ,t SRrL/ 
4v =-'-1 4 ~ -y ·v ::.Ye -, 
([ (JI ) 0 I 0 -- a 'l-) \ 
we have ~· J 
( ) ± PJrc ~1-:: d r- e and the relation J tJ... ~ 11, 
(5.19) 
Thus the following theorem bas been established: 
THEOREM: The neoessary condition that the two equations, 
dd'f.,_ f-d_ p~ + Q (j -;c 0 
and 
d'''i,I -+ ) ~ cl V + ~ V ;:_. Q 
i'- ~ 
R ~1 s w.L~ i'fr 
where P and~ are functions of x. '/\be mutually transformable 1nto 
one another is that between the independent variables exists the 
and batwief;~:1:®er~~af~~s0 thc;e~;fn:Pj ~ 0 
where ~v"' J- denotes the Schwarzian Derivative. 
5. REWCTIOU OF' T'rlE lIYPERGEOMETRIC EQUATION TO NORMAL FORM. 
On comparing the hypergeomatr1o equation, 
Q+ f- -( ~ -+13 +t) ')< t -1f1 () (5.20) J~.,_ 1(1 l)'J -J(_/-f) if --
with ~ -r P1)£+ Q~'°a 'f~ 
d /J 
Let us subst1 tute the values or CX. 1 p , and J:; in the expression 
for \fJ and denote ( - ( b7 1\ , c( - f b7 /-, and f -if' by 7/ · 
Then I b :: ..L (! -A) + 1 1_ I - v-zj + !. ( ,\ '-t: '-r71,,_ _,) 
'i if I( i 'f (._-IX_ -11.2- 2.- --L 'f.-. - f) ) 
\'.' ') r (5.21) 
When this is done, (5.20) becomes 
JJ<.; -t v fc,.J = () 
J x_'l-- (5.22) 
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6. APPLICATION OF THE CONDITIONS OF MUTUAL TRANSFORM.ABILITY 
TO THE HYPERGEOMETRIC EQUATION. Consider the equations, 
~· + v ~) ~ 0 
J "v 
~1 ~ J o/, (tj ;: 0 





(/l,(f) is a function of -i- , hence (5.26) will give f in terms of ~ • 
When this value of f 1s obtained (5.25) will give the relation of 
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V to~. 
We now impose the condition that (f, (+) 1s such as to make (5.2G) 
the normal form of the equation satisfied by the hypergcometric series, 
f (cX ~; r: t) • Then if (5.26) can be solved for ./:- in terms of y • 
C{ (=-~-9 will be derivnble nt once from this vnlue of /,. and a 
solution or (5.23} is 
v "' ~I.(= k f -i- 1(, -t) t (q ~f'-f' +• F (c<'.f; 1; 1) 
The general solution or (5.24) will give f;- ...=f(x o(' 
15
, 1 \ 
f 
TI J I 1 , y, o(,f, y) 
Select those forms of which make -/; dependent on?< alone and 
independent or~.the two sets of constant elements. 
To make such a selection sot 
fi, x} = o 
or since by def1n1 ti on -6 ~ = - - -f J -(; 111 _3 ~ JJ.--I(' t I :2. f 
-/;{If 3 ,./ 'f\v Tr -;)_ct,-)~{) 
I 
Multiply through by G 1)--;_ , getting 
t'"t-K--ti" 1--t'-~ a 
This differential is exaot for 
i (-t't, -ci'9 : t "t ,.¥,_ -~ i" 1.-t, - K 
Its solution is therefore 
/; /1 -t I - y 2--:;: c: 
Jj-
If f denote ~ , 
$ :: c b312-d 'f I I 
Integrating this we have 
J_ 
- J..f - 2- ::::. s x + c 1-
Lf-
p ::: (S 7( -f c-i.) 1- t'1 
p =' '!( e, y -+ f'.,_ r .,__ 
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Integrating this, thoro results 
/;:: 0..Y.-tb 
C'f. +J. 
Tbla may be expressed, 
•hioh 1o the general value or f. •h1ch makes -fe,,.c} ::- 0 • But the 
oond1t1ona aloo roqu1ro that 
l:Ut 
~,(t)~"' :: )/1rJ 
/di\> - ~-!?~1-
( Jx ) - ( C'f. -f J ) 1£ 
and we get (a.J -be!.JL {/J (qx.+t -
~ 1'. tJ)'f fl \ - ~ )C -fJ) 
Arbitrary constants will not satisfy this equation and therefore ct., 
{, , c.. , and J. must be deter::i.lned. 
IJy detini ti on '/Ji = ~ {11 q -)l p -f L) and b the 1nvar1anJ: ot the 
~ 1 
norr:uil form, D + 1' fl<..,.) = 0 , or the equation 
c/"t..1--
In the case or the h;rpergeometr1o equat1on 
;j;,_ -rf ~ f-~r =o 
~<) :: ~ ({1-1''-)J<.'- -/-(~'-+fa.,__ JIL-t)y -1-(1- ~LJ} 
L ' r- l. (I t;) ~ J 
(1 - ;) = A 
Let ~ I 
( ~ ~ /' ~ - l' ~ 1) ~ f3 
(t-\11 =- G 
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Then 
Since (5.24) 1s the normal form of the equation satisfied by 
f (o(~(6; f1
1
i) we may write for l/J,(t), its invariant, 
J_ I A'l'l-+ 13't -1-CJ 
~I (t-) = f /2(/ -f}'l-
i.7hero A'=(t7r'-), {3 1-=-~')u 1 7:.1./1:.1 , C'=(r-A'J 
d I ( - { I ( f I ..,jf ' , ' an " - , f , /< = rl -1 ' p : /- ~ -(3 
But by hypothesis equations (5.23) end (5.24) are nn.itually trans-
formable into one another and we may write with the aid of (5.27) 
A y: 1- -f (3 ii ~ = (f!J- 1i ~)?-~A , ca. y: f ~ J 1-1a '(a. Y.+/,)( ~ "-1-'J +c'r~r.+lr-1 
x~(1-1j l f 
~r.. f ~Yrc~ 1J) ,,£ ~-~x + 1 -1,]2 (s •28 > 
j 
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Here cl-... 1 (' , and j are e.rbi tra.17 and therefore 4, f3 , o.nd l which are 
runct1 ons or ot. , r , and I are arb1 tra.ry. Therer ore the numerator 
and denominator of the left member oan have no common factor other 
than a constant, 1. e., the two sides are equal except possibly 
for a constant factor. The same is true for the right member. We 
may write, thorotore, for the numerator 
~ (A~ -f Bl< -f 0 = (o..d -h ~)ylA I ( Q(.fh)i 13' (q f-1-bJO-i-~] 
-1- C I ( { )C -fcl) 1..} (5.29) 
and for the denominator 
~~i(1-x~~01<+b)J-(cx-tl) ,.f~.._(U")( +J-1,] 'L 
Cs.~o) 
where "1'111s the constant previously mentioned. 
Oomparlng ooefticionta of like powers of x in (f>.30), we find that 
the followtng values antiafy the 1dent1ty • 
a-a .::: a ci-h ::: 6 
b - 0 a-+ 6 0 -
e. ~ cl (._ = 0 
'111 = qb mt ;_ 4 f, 
d-b ;;:. {f ~ - Q. -::;. 0 
c1J ::...o ~ fJ :::::- a 
Cl ":: 0 h 6 = 
l'n7:;:::. ht 'h1 =- C(_ (. 
Lot us substitute theao values &ti 
Uoing (1) we obtn1n 
L :=:: a.X ~- v r;- 7;::: a_ r-
c -h - 6 
q -=-- 0 
d =- 0 
"711 -::= ht 
C - CL == 0 
q-f6 _J 
r.t =-- If 
rn ::c-/) 
S1m1lnrly by {11), (111) 1 (1vi, (v)# nnd (vi), rospoot1vel7, wo he.vel 





'/. - I 
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On substitution of these values of ce , b 1 {_ 1 and J given by ( 1) 
in (5.29) the following relation is obaa1ned 
or 
cr 6(!l-1.,__f /J~rc)::: ~'.l-) ~ {Ab1--t<2-+(J~i-x- -1-C ~i-) 
q 6 (A ~2- f /81f~::: C{ to (A 1x 1-+ /31r- iC) 
I 'l.- I I '.2- I')... '1- '\... I yl- ,'2- :- / 't. ;11-::- /4; 17-y-- ::::"' 7t-11-1 J 1-J-i..;:: I-)' -
from whioh we get 
/ -:__/ I ) 1\ -:__ A I J z) ~ 7/1 
f I I 
Expressing these in terms of P(. 'f , j , and c{ 'f , j : 
5.6 
Since a.n interchange of o( and (' in f(o(,,f,/J )() does not change the 
series in any way, we tiay write down the following set of equalities: 
(A) ({~ f o( I:::;_ cX 
~~:~-# (B) ((:of o( I;:: j-c<. 
Cc) 71::-d.-j o( '-:-d..-j+ ( f(:_f-(f! 
(D} I o\'=:1-J.... ~I =I -f I ;-;)_ -1 
l'lhen f := y. , L{ (:: ~) = I d,__v <V and a solution of ---;;f;i. + V I~) ::::. 0 
1a 
Using (B), (C), and (D}, respeotively, we obtl.Un 
These integrals v\ 1 11 , v .... 1 and v'f are solutions of the equation, 
dl.//. l- " 
/cJ.1<-" -t- v %1 ::.. o , the normal form of the hypergeometrio equation. 
This normal form is obtained from the hypergeometrio equation by 
means of the substitution, 
\! - Jftcl~ {fc )i(o1-fft1-J - ~ e = ~ 'f- t -y_ 
Hanoa, in order to obtain the integrals of the or1g1nal equation, 
the hypergeometr1C equation, We multiply V\ I V"2- I V1. I and \;'f by 
I tf -j:_(d.ff1+1-1]-' X (1 - 'f J I • Vie thus get the following integrals 
or the hypergeometr1c equation: 
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The same prooedure carried out with f-=- 1-x will give four 
additional 1n tegrals. Subs ti tu ting in ( 5. 29 ) the values of a- , h , 
<'-• e.nd d given by (11} \Ve have 
a I, (A x'-+ /3x-te) ;i.c:_a.~ 
1
[A tqx -a.\"--rB '(q '1.-ai-cJ r C\::«)tr 
A 'f- 'l-f 13 '(.. -tC -=- A ( )( J_ - d_A ( ~ -f A I+ 13 ( - 13 ~ f- c, I 
There follows from this: 
A- ..=. ft I 
/3.::. -;)A-'-81 
C-=- A '+f3 1+c' 
or the equivalent equations 
'2-
/ - 'l--/- ( 
\,j'4 - J 12- \I 1.... 12- 12-(\ + ;/1-_ 1) - I =. - ~ + 'J.. }I - I\ -µ +- z) -t I 
l\L 11'2- \t2. /,2- 1£. t-
/ + t\ ;: I - II +" -f-/ - zl -l t- { ~ I 
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The following values of cA../, f ; and j will satisfy these three 
equations. 
(E) q I = o( <_ f f r ::. ol. T (3 -j +- I 
(F) 
I ::<1{-1+1 ;'f-1+1 j ', = o( -+ (3 -I -+ r o\ 
(G) o( ( :: '/ -1 13 I= 1-f j ~ '/ -~ j3 + I l' =. j-ot.-f t-I I I 
(H) o( =-1-o( (' = I {3 
These values lead respectively to the following particular integrals: 
To obtain still another set of integrals we repeat the proced-
ure with f :::- ~ . On substituting the values or ({_, lo , L 1 and £... 
given by (111) into (5.29), we have 
It fallowa 
~ '(A~l-+ ~~ f d =~b0 )_[A- 16i-+l3 1t '2--t-C 16 f..1:} 
A-i-L.fi:Jf.+-C =A- 1+/3 1 +ci1-
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or, 
I I These equations are satisfied by the following values of ~ 1 f 1 and 
f r. • (I) o<'::<::( f '~o!.--j-r-t j'=-ol.13+1 
(J) <X.' ~ f ~ (=(3 -j+f y I 13~~ +f 
(K) q I=- I -o( (.3 ( = t - ol.._ y ( :: (3 _ o( + I 
(L) o\ I :c /-f f I=- j-~ !' =co<.-f-!-1 
These values lead to the 1ntegrale, 
The foregoing procedure followed through with the values of 0- 1 
k, ~ 1 t{, and ~ given by (iv), (v), and (v1), respectively, will 
furnish the twelve following particular integrals whioh complete the 
sot. 
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~,_, = '1-.i. F (a(, c1.-7 +-~ d. tf3 ft~ ~;) 
~u. " y -{J F (fi f -j+I, o<. if3 -7+1, \-') 
o<-t r- t-o<.-fF ( x :') ~ 13 = x (/- ,.) / -~, t-rJ., y-o1.71) " 
J-~v = y.fl-f(t-~)f--<-f F 0-(1,/--f, y-"'-f t', ~) 
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CHAPTER VI 
RELATI ons BE'IWEEN THE • WENTY-FOUR INTEGRALS 
The integrals ~·, (~, iq~, · · · · · · , ~lJ' ~ 1 y-: .• or the preoeding 
chapter are not independent for by tho ordinary property of the linear 
differential equation of the second order, of which these integrals 
are solutions, thore exiets between any throe of them a relation or 
the form 
Certain oases a.rise in which A or f3 is zero and therefore the 
oorrespondingnintegrals will differ from one another by a constant 
faotor only. One way of recognizing such oases is given by the fol-
lowing lemr.m. 
LEMMA: If the differential equation, 
lJ / I + '/ - ( ci -/ (} t-1) ~ I - ?!fl_ ::. 0 
0 f ( /(-f) u "iet-~) 
has two solutions developed in the same ascending powers of ~ and 
both be converging then the solutions differ from one another by a 
constant factor only. 
PROOF: Let the solution developed in ascending powers or 
be 
;£ c"' {" 
d ''.: 2... -n(n-1)C.,. X"'-.:>... 
On substitution of these values in the differential equation we have 
e2 
)('2...~" ::. -< c7. + Le) 
- f ~ ,, : -. . . - ~ t l. - 3c3 
~ 't~ +~~ d l :::. . -~ ~~_(J. t(>-+1) -+ 3 L (ti'. tr') 
- y <f -= .... - 1 yc. - 'f 1 ey. 
o( r ~ = --· · d.,f ~ t d..f ~] 
cs = J. (o< tf-t-1) t13 c_2-
'3 f 
I~ c:.'f 
- 'f <!_ 
'f 
th:.}"-1f t') 
- !J y e._, 
t cl, (2> (!_ 't 
Cf = 3 +- 3 ( o<. i,f& -t-<) +ol../B C 3 
'ff 
------ ~-
It follows that 
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)\f + ---- ··-t- 11(11-l) t'l'I 
,,., 
1 +-. -· 
-t·-··--'Y)~,,_, -r . - . 
+. -... - (o<.1-<1-t'),, ('l\ -+----· 
+- .... -7(11t•) C.,,+, +- . . - . 
-(- . .... -t cl. ti c.,,, +--· 
and our solution becomes 
~ ~ A F (~~I '/11) 
II A 1..- .,., 
Thus by setting for ~ the form, Co + 1..1 Y.. + l,_ Y- + · · ·-+ c. ..... ')(. + - - - · , 
we have obtained from the differential equation the one integral, 
~ -=.. A f::(~f,'/,r) and this only. Therefore all !ntegrals which can 
take the form, C0 +t-,r-t-t'Z.-1i...-1-·--- --· 't-C...,y_,... , i.e.~ those 
which oan be a.eveloped in the sar.1e ascending powers of , will dif• 
fer from the integaal, P ( rL 1 (', f, Y:) , end thE>ref ore from one another, 
by constant factors only, This proveu the lemma. 
It follows that 
{: ( c(I ~' j, 1) ,; A (I- y)/ -"-(3 F ( j-"., y-13, '/1 ,\'.) 
F (o<1f•Y1 Y) =: A I (I - .,:)-d. F ( o<, 1-1 I f1 )(~/) 
To determine A and A 1 , set "){-=- o. \''le then find that 
A ::.- r, 'A'=- / 
and there results the following equations: 
FCo<,f,Y, y) =Q-y.)f-of.f F ('(-~ t--f f, r) ar I· =-1.._ 
f(~,f.f,x)=~-r)-" Fe°', f-f, 7
1
-f-";) •r d• ~ 'J·? 
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By permutation of cA... with f_ we get 
F Col, f1· y, 1) = F ~· ~. y, ~ =Q-yr fl F ~ J, y---<, fi-:f-j '"d · "J• ~ 
Also, since FC~f' Y, ~) ~ F Cf,d., y, 1 , we have 
([ - /f q F C"" '/ -;, 7, :_,J k -rf!-T (f, t -ar, / ,fj 
Subst1 tute -!=, !or 'j-1n the above and ( f for /-' • The result 1a 
and our solution beoomes 
~ ~ A FC~~· j,r:) 
Thus by setting for ~ the form, Co+ l'.!1 Y- + ~,_ 'f-1.-+ · · ·-+ c:..., ')( ""+ - - - · , 
we have obtained from the differential equation the one integral, 
ro- -=-- A (::.(~f','/t) and this only. Therefore all integrals whiob can 
take the f Orm, C.o T t_, /<-- f- e 2-'f 1--f · - - - - - . 'f- c_ YI 'f. "" I i • e •, th089 
which can be developed in the sar;1e ascending po\vers of ~ will dif• 
fer from the 1ntegaal, F ( r1 1f'fi )<'.'.) , end therefore from one another, 
by constant factors only, This proves the lemma. 
It folloms that 
!= C o(1 ~, j, 1) -oc A Cl - y.y/ -""13 F ( 7-;,, y-13, f1 ,;: ) 
F (o<'f'Y' ¥) ::: A I (I - -r)-q F ( o<, 1-1, f1 )<~I) 
To determine A and A 1 , set ){--=.. o. We then find that 
A ~ {) A'=- I 
and there results the following equations: 
Fear, f·Y. r) = Q-y.) y-«f F Cy-«, 1-f, '/, t) •r /• °' 1._ 
r" (ri f ti r) = ~- y:) - <>( F c"', t -f. t ,~) ff ~, ~ ';· 7 
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By permutation of d-..._ with f we get 
F Cd, fi· f1 t) = F ~· r{, y, ~ =«-y.r fl F ~ J, f-4, 1' -tJ f"d, "JI•~ 
Also, since F(<X,f, Y, ~) .: F Cf,d., y, 1 1 we have 
(L - y.'('( F ( c(, y -f I 7, :.J A__ - y:f/T (f' t -~ j ;f-,) 
Substitutt! f, for 'f 1n the above and j f £or /-' • The result 1a 
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Thus 1t has been shown that 
{6.l) 
A glance at ~ 3 and d' w111 show that d3 is derived from 
a { 1-r'. r ) 
by the following transformations of elements. In ~ 3 =- 'f.. 1-::: L"it-1, f-t-+ 1, z.-ti ~J 
the first and second elements, °' - i f-1 and f- 'f +I , ere obtained 
by subtracting the third element, '/, of F ( 11, f• f, t-) from the first 
and second elements or (=(o(1f,"'/i¥-) and adding l to the result. 
l~e third element of 03 1 d- -j , is obtained by subtracting the 
third element of ~' , "/ , from 2. The result so obtained, namely, 
F (ot-f+ 1,(6-'f-t1
1
d...-'/, "f} 1s then multiplied by 'f i-t to get (3. 
By exactly similar transformations ~ 'f is obtained i'rom ~v, ~, 1 
tr om if 1 7 , and ~ }--<.) tr om d, r • Therefore we may write w1 th the aid 
of {8.l) 
(6.2) 
In this war and by use of the lemma the Bollowinggsets of 
relations are obtained. 
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CHAPTER VII 
DEMONSTRATIONS OF THE GENERALITY OF THE HYPERGEO~'ETRIC SERIES 
The foregoing comparisons suggest for values ofcf..... , f, f' snC:..:l 
- K, - Jt. + ~J ~ J ti '\J_ 'f.. 'J- • The nth term of F(-~ -Pi+~i, ,_J.-) 
1s _ !{-!+1) ..... t K ""' -~ -K -rf.X -%' +f -1-1) · · · u (-tr+-;_ +>• -ilQ ,.r- 1 
(,,, - ry .' i ct + IJU + :J) · -· · a h - ~ y. 
Mult1pJit1ng th1s b;r tfi:~:J- , we have after changing the sign of 
oaoh constant term 1n the numerator, 
which is the nth term of the series for V+t:)F+~-y)r. r.rhore are 
~ c~-l) constant terms 1n the numerator: therefore the number of 
changes in sign e£feoted b7 changing the sign of each term is always 
an even number and consequently the sign or the nth term itself is 
unaltered. 
Thus we see that the nth term or F(- ~-%+£, t, r..J1s identically 
equal to the nth term of the series expansion or Q,-t-Y.) (-' i-~-1) f 
This ie true for every value of n and hence we may write 
('ll) 
When using such relations as (7.l) one should bear 1n mind 
the cond1t1ons of oonvergence. 
2. EXPRESSIOU FOR ~ -tX) f • Expanding Q +~)P by the 
binomial theorem we get 
f1 4-v\f -- < p(p -1Xp-2:) . -- -/? -~' x~-, 
"C_c ') .c:... ' , , 0:-1Jl , 
Comparing this term by term with the hypergeometrio aeries of form 
F C ~(> '/, J) , we have 
• 
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o((o<.-tlX'c\+i- ... 0(4,,_.~) .,., . -f'l-) - -· -1 .. -~) ! ,,_, 
~ -r)! jCff' f-t1-) - - ·- 111-~ 
- -f (-p+ iX-p 0 J · k:p-+,, _ L) aq~n)~~ t:J.) - · ts-+~ -.,') {_ ) ,,, -1 
E;>-1): f r+1Xf-1-o.J r. p ,,,.;zj r \)< 
ThQ produo.t (~p)(-/~ iV(-/,iiJ---·~jJ-t'li-~ oontnin~ ~-t) to:rrr!Jl. 
Wl1on n in even, tharo aro nn odd num'b()i-t or ohnnaeo in sisn e.nd tho 
product tt1ll 'bo negnt1vo. But wllen n io ovon ~ 'f) ~ - i \7111 nlno be 
nncet1ve. Renee the value or the nth tenn is pno1t1vo for all oven 
,~a.l\tes or n. 
When n 1s ode. tho1"0 ara nn even nunber o!' c11.ll:lGDB ln s1;:::n 
wut ~ (K-p t 1) . . . . . . ~ (J -; ~ -~ is posi t1 ve. Mo11eover 0 'f. )~ - ' is 
pos1t1vo. Therefore the nth term. is poa:i.t1ve for all odd value.u1 of n. 
'Zllorof or() 
.. The ntr.- torm or "f- -r u..) IL 
when expand.al by tho binomial theoro?tl io 
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- the nth torr.i of f -i f (-;z 13 B _ ~) 
(1 1- I /1. I / . 1 ( J -t-) 
1fenoe ~-tu) = t; f (-A1 /'31 ~ _ :J (Jf.,3) 
where f 1s an nrb1 trary quantity. 
4. EXPRESSION FOR {j fu) ,z__ +(f-v) 1-- • The nth term of 
~ 1"v) IJ..+~ -vJ11- \·1hen expanded by the binoniial theorem ia 
:< £ '1-f n_c11--rJCa -.iJ --·- ( it-,;2~--aJV __tL)~-' 
l_: ~'M-~)' )._1;i-) 
Since there are J ("" -1) terms in the numerator, a change in the sign 
of each factor does not change the sign or the term and the nth term 
may be written thus: 
Thio is identically oqual to the nth term of the series for 
~-r-v)tl.- +~ -;t{)tt- • Therefore 
@+u)tL-t~-0/1.~ :lttz, ((-~, -i-r-{, f, i") (7.4) 
5 • EXPRES3I O!i FOR &-t- lJ) IL.+ f /l.. • The nth tern of the 
expansion of ~ r- u) '1.- + /. rt. by the b1nom1a.l theorem is 
Qf~ ti-(11--1)(11. - 2) _ ... {f-'>1-A) (k._)'li -1 
\ / ;;) ( '>! - 1) / t:-
li cra the nth term of F(-1L1·w, :lwJ - ~~ is 
Jl.Ci-1)(,,_ -ii Ct!- -3) -- · : ~ -,,, + :i.)("' -t 111-0+l.X "'tJ) ... ~ f-'h + ~ ff r-' 
~-- r),1 • ;;) , c~w +1)(;Jw-f'J.)(d ~ f 3) ... Q w f?t -aj ~ 
The 11mt of this term as L.\J ~ o is 
which is the nth term of the series for 
I 
by the .fnctor ;;:ii 4-
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Thuo we have provod the relation 
{f:_ +u\1· T /; 1. := l;.,~ d. l'- f ( tt.1 w, 'Jw 1 - :{.) ( 7 • 5 ) 
6 • EXPRESS! ON I<'OR ~ -f- v) 4.. 4 -v) /l. 
may be expressed as a b1n1mial aeries whoso nth tarm 1s 
;). 1'1- .f 4 [/ 0--1X11.-1-) - - . . ft .-;,l"' -+-i) ( <;i;)'l1- I 
(2--1)~ \&-
But the nth term of F (-1: +;_, -~ +t, i 1 *)1s 
llence, t +u r- U-11) '!; d-i. r~' F {-:: T~ -;:-1-1, f, ~) (7,6 l 
7. EXPRF.sSIOli FOR {l -f {IJ '1. - I: /l... , Cn expanoion of this bJ 
the binomial theorem we have 
But the nth term of F ( -11..-t I f /!, - ~) 1s 




where f 1s an arb1trary quantity. 
8. EXPRESSION FOR e~, Expanding e)Cby L:acle.ur1n's Series we 
obtain "' -, 
e)l: £ 6-1)! 
!low the nth torm of F ( /
1 
f, t, 1{) 1o 
and 
Q + ~ -JJ! e<p-t1X@-t1}- - - fJ -t'>< -a) 
0:_ - r )( • (I -f \ -.;i.) ! 
which ia the nth term 1n tho expansion for e J<. above• Since this is 
true for all values of n we write: 
e "'~ ~ F Ct~ , :t-) 
f~~ ,,-/ If (7.8) 
9. EXPRESSIOl~ FOR 2ogCf-+~· 2ojCt-f-r:) may be e:xpreosed as the 
f ollow1ng ser.res :J 
7D 
L z (1-+1') -= x £ ~ ~.,, _, :x .,,_, 
">1 
On wri tine; out tho :lorios, )( F (t, I, J, - ~ , we 1'1nd 1 ta nth term 
to be 
x . I c (-+ Ix I -{ -i.) - - - . ~ -+ '\o ~ ~ Q )( / -fl) . . . ... (J -I .,. - J) (_ "'',,. - I 
~ - I)! • ~ ( l. -t t X l + 3) · - . { 'l -1- -. - 'l) \.. •J 
:- )< ~ "r-~ (- i)"' _, x ~ _,. )< 
vrhioh is the nth to rm 1n the series for ~(t-+ y) • Thorc!'oro 
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2 () f ( / ;.y.) :: y. F (I, I, 1, - )() (7.9) 
10. EXPR.ESSIOU FOR 
1 I-tr: Lot /-y,. • 
I 1 
- + - ::. ::<_ L' X 1')< -:2.. 
'A. -tt I --,c L.. 
J (-' 4- _!._ \ n L ft-<±_'). /-+'/. (-~) "'f..::: ·~a- ~) = 
~ow the nth term or F ( i I 12 X-U is I I I j 
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t ( f:-t I)( i +i) - - -- ( ~ - l) (iX 1-) ~ _, 
• 3 . s- - ? . . -- (l"l, - ..!.. ) 
- - - .l-
2- L-- 2-
• Multiply numerator and denomi-
'"'I l'1\ +I 
nator by '"'- • Tho result is 
/. '3 ·J - - - . (l"' - 3) -x'-'l\-~ 
3-S-·7· ... ('J"-- 1) 
or )- 3 . ..r --~ l 1,,. - '3) X '-~ - L.:::. 'X 'l- l'\t --~ 
3 .r. 7 ·- ~.-J)(? 'h - t) d.."" _ t 
which 1n the nth to1'I!l of the oer1cs for 1. f _. ~ Honce 
1- ,_(/ I-~ 
2 0 9 !..:±:£_ = '"' F (_ L l .l /( i.J (7 .10) 
() I-]< o{. 2-1 '"2-J ) 
11. EXPRESSION FOR Cl x • Our series for is 
a.>' = 2 ~ 2a<J a..) 
~ ~1)! 
"'_, 
The nth term of: F (1,f11, r:l~~is 
(" - i)! 0 r-t·)~-W. -. .. r-t"-;iJ c ~lo~ .\"' _, 
0-t). l~-•)! ~) 
= 1(l+·f'A l-f"'{)(11(}-- -··· lf7/)fx o_ ~..,_, 
~-f)! I ~d 
The limit of this term as ~ ~C7o is 
Therefore 
whore ~ is an arbitrary quantity. 
(7.11) 
12 • liXPHESSI ON FOR 
-t- - -t ..J-
e + e AND c.osh. L. 
-t: 2.>r-2 
<2 >t-2) I 
t 2. 
The nth 'i*erm of F ( o<. I rs I i I'/-~ (d is 
The lim.1.t of this nth term a.s o( and ~ increase without limit 1s 
{-t "')1l- I z ..,,_ -t ~-2 
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_::....=_,~----------------.-----=---
2· tf · 6 · tf .. · · (2-J1.- z) ·I· 3· s-. 7 · · ·(2 7(--V (2-u-2) / 
which is the nth term of the series for 




Z. • It follows 
;:: /~ /2 I T "2.. ) 
\" I p I z , if- ti< 13 ( 7e12 ) 
(7.13) 
Pass1ns to the 11tl1 t we hnve t ..,_ x- z.. 
(z .,,._ - !J / 
I'horororo 
This may be expressed in the form: -/; 
2 
) 
s I ,.-h -t : L ;ht t ~(PC,#, t, 'f-u; fi 
°"· {1 




-1- t I. t.,. t" t ' ""ff-/ -t ~-/,/ c:; IN l ':: (./ - 3T + -, - -, .+ . • • . + (-1./ -f I •• 
. S. 7. (21.1.-1)/ 
'If-/ t 1. ("14-1) f- t ?-) 1(-f 





llild its limit as c and z become 1ndef1n1toly grent is 
-- (--tj'"-' -
(z ~- ~ ! 
I+ f-, ... t+ !j+) (-t':J11-J 




_L ( 1i t'L) 
I: F f ,f.. I z I - ""j;; I 
I where t and z are arbitrary. 
15 • EXPHESSio:r li'OR c,,s i. The series for cos i is 
- / - t-/2.. -f -t ,. - ..i_' -1- ' I ' ' + (- t 2;) ~- '-1- • • • • 
Co•f - 2. ¥/ b/ (z,,,.-2-).1 
But the lirni t of the nth term or f:*f, (S, i, :..~'Z. as ~ and /] 
increase without l1m1t is 
1 {t-1-i}(N~} · ·(f + ~J()(;+j)V+ft)"(!r T;) {--i yx-J 
2 . '/- . ~ " . .. ( 2 "Z1. - 2). I . 3. s 7 , I , , (2 ~ -~ 
(- tJ-Jt-1 
(2--1t- 7) / 
It follows that 
(7.17) f 
L l'/>J 
Cos - ~~o0 
fd~ oO 
where o( and j8 are arbitrary • 
. I I~- t1i 16 11 EXPRESSION FOR 51n fl. , For 5 z 1 s11V kT may be 
expressed as tho series1 : 
s"~ k4 :=:(K s·,N ff!-
. 2"1.-2~ 
s /~ 'f' +., .. 
~r'IL -1-/ - A. +I J . ,_ jj 
UO\v th\Vi nth term of r ~, 2 1Z ,~ r;1e 
l. Tho sorioa is from Dro::Mich 1s 11 Thoory of Infinite Serios 11 , P• 208 
(~y!!::!:...r~~··f: +l,,-t~x-11.'f .Jx- II "1 < 2 2. .2. :2. - --···· _11.+:Z.,,-3 ( t 2 2. :2 2. ':l. ,\""-' 
(n. - , ) , :J.. • £ . :z .•.•.. e ... -, , ~ 2 "J 
' ~ ).. :1 2) 
.,. .. 
=-(- 1) C.11+1X...w3X..t-1sJ.- (JJ .fl,,-3X11-1X'..,-3X.-i-r)· ····. C Jl-l;":3) 
2· LJ.' .... (:l,.-::a.)·3·.S-·7····· (:i.,,-1) 
.,... ~ ~1( ~ ,.x ~ ~1 c -2.J - (- ') (11 _, .IJ -3 '1. -J" • "• u/1 -2?J-3 
- (~,,. - 1)! 
(~; f"-l. 
c~ 1 Y,_ .. _.,. 
I 
wh10!1 1s /l. ~cf (nth tcro of thJ oer1eo fol'" ~ n.f ) • 'l'hort'l!"oro 
'IG 
~Vz.f )= Jl, ~f F ( 11:1 I -A.:', 1: , ~1) (7.10) 
\'le cnn obtn1n n aeoo'Dd expreoe1on for ~ .,11.~ by \Joto or the aeriea,1 
[ 
1 ~ 2 ( 'l. ~v 2 ll 
~ !Lf 7' ~f ~ f I _ IL -
1
2 s4., f + IL - 2 :.\ IJ. -t' :t ~ 'l,J -+- .•••• 
3. ~I Y 
-.-i l. '})' J,. Jl • ( 'J.. -") ···+(-1) \It -l7A-'fJ······ A -2-,,-1 -2.-1 ] 
~:i.,, -0 ! s,.. <P + ... 
.::.ut the nth tem or F(~.,.~-~+', ~1~t)1a 
(L_:_:i._x_A_:_"'_t_/&._±_' )_ .. _______ A._.,._2_:_-_2....l,,_, _ "2-_ ..._2_x_-_,,_:_)l_~_-_"_:_''----'"---lt_ ... ___.;;~;;;..,._-_z._~ ~ ) .. _, 
~ - I . .J. • £ . :I. - • • . •• 2 .,. _, 
.2 '2.. 2.. 
·-· = (-1) (11+1X.t+~ .t.H··· /1 2 -.LJGt-~)(11-11- A-V···· ~-2.,.-12) 
~· 'f·' ····· 2,.-::a. 3 . .r.7 .. ·---(2..,-1) 
Thus we obtain the ror::ula, 
~(IL~) -= n.. c.n cp ~ ¢ F ( 1 +~ - ~ "-~ ;,, ~ 1c(J) c1.19t 
Bro:::wioh: Infinite Sorioa, P• 20? 
Vla obtain a. third expression fo1• ~ "'f by use of the series: 1 
~&i.r) = J1, ~cp(c..:. ¢)/&. r, _ «s--'It"'-2)-1on '2.fl + (4-fx11.-J;"1-3x/L-'f)-1u., '"' -f ... 
.. 
{ :1"'-· (;i.-t1)t -2) .... ( /l. - 2 'h -t l.) ~ ').?)" -~. ·· l ., ... -+-' { J ( ) I -" 2,,,_,_ 
Hcnco 
or 
If' in this vie set I\, = - /1.- we have 
or 
z 
17. EXPR1SSION FOR Ca:> kf. A series for C..kl is 
1. Bromwich: Infinite .:>eries, p. 209 






lifow the nth term of F ( f, -£ 1 i, Si..'"¢) is 
f( ! +~ r +i.J · ···{ f"'" .,, .. ~(- ~ x-~ +,X-!f. +iJ ..... r-f +11-2)rst:..2 /J, .,,_, 
I .;} · 3 · · · · (.,, .. 1) f ( 1 +I)( i "ti)· --·· · ( i + '1 - 2.) ~ ') 
I ,._, yi.. 
Eultiply this expression b~r \~-•) • Change the sign of the \11-t) 
terms containing ,~and prefix the ".7hole term by (-1 )...,_,. These 
changes do not alter the value of the term. Vfe then have 
which is the same as the nth term of the series for CtPkf. Hence 
Vie obtain a second expression for Cool!p by use of the series, l 
Since the nth term of 
Bromwich: Infinite Series, ~. 205 
Bl 
"'-'(i :i. 1 Y ,_ l.V 1 2) J __ (- I) k - I 1' '1 - 3 A tf - S- - , - · - · ( k - 2 .,. - 3 
~?t- ~)! 
there at once follows the fo.rl'llUla, 
c.. kf ~ c... ~ rg4+i).f!+i), ui (s.:.V>)] 
Consider now the serioa 1 1 
F(-K -K _,.l .L irz.,, ~) i Further, since the nth torm of ~' ~ L' 2J - y s 
we have the result. 
I t1.)I( F ( I( _ 1(-t I .L 
C()1> k ¢ '::" \..~ 'I' --;: J ---;.:- ) 2 J 





EXPRESSIO!! FOR k - ~ • 
the binomial theorem we get 
I '3 ~ 
-' 
Bxps.nding (1(.,_ - ~ z. )- ~y 
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I - - - I '3 - - 3 r l tt-J r"i l ) z. I ( ) "i. - • - ( ) z.. J. .> 2."' -3 -




~k 2 x 2.. + :_, 2. k 2. x ~ · .. + '" · 'i"' i .... -;;: r,r -z.) ; ?f:;.. ~ .. 
• • \_'11 -1)! ~ 
--
'.vhere ~ is an arbitrary quantity. 
# lC 
19 • EXPRESS! ON FOR (21\.C..&.,.,. ~ 
(AA.es..:. ~ " fl 1< ,__.,. .. ri.J."JC = f I(_, F C-1., ~. f, ~) J."1'. 
_ ~ F ( i -i 1 ~2 ) + r 
K J I :J.) f~2- \c 
Therefore 
~'-) ~~~ t F(i, J. 1. b - 9;1 -t-- - z., LI I( f'( (7.27) 
On aettin13 ~:::-a , we find c :. 0 • nonco 
(4.c...~ 
£_ K F ( f I ~I .l £-) (( - I( 1, ~2- (7.27) 
20. EXPRESSION roR From Article 19 of thio chn:tJtor 
we ha.Ve 
To determine ( wo sot X:: o a..¥td .find C ::-
Thoref oro 
.1:. F CJ. J. - z., z., 
I( 
3 x. 2. ) ....,,.. - --- +-2.J 1(2. 2- (7.28) 
21. EX.Pft&3SION FOR ~~ ~ • Dy actual divi:Jion 
( 
1 )-' 2. ~ 'f ' 'h-l 2.M-2. l ~ !.... = I - ~.. -" - - !.. + ... ,. . _,_r -1) x. _,... . _ _ . 
f<l.. /(4> ~.,. l(f. \. k')..M-2.. 
But 
01 
On sot tine )( ::: o , wo t1nd C = o and our roaul t 18 tho ron::ula., 
ClAc,~ (~) = : F ( i, ,, ~, - r:J 
i. 500 Appcnuix, !;oto Ill, pngo n2 ror ncd1t1oiiiil 1'\l.r.ot1ons oxproaaod 
in terms or tho hyporsoc::ietr1o aer1oa. 
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APP EU DIX 
NOTE ONE 
PROOF OF THE THEOREM OU CONVERGENCE OF PAGE J.2 
l. WEIERSTHASS IriEQ,UALITIES. It is necasaory to ostnb11ah 
here c erto.in inequa.11 ties on v1h1ch the theorem rests. Let a., , a.2 ,- • • • 
... , ...... >a .. bo positive numbers leas tho.n l. 
Then 
By use of this we obtain 
[(J-1-Q.,')(t-t.Q.a.]Ct-+a.8) ~ (t-+a.,-+~J(l-1-4.1) "7 1 +a,, -ffLi +<L1 
This process continued gives 
or in more convenient notation 
Sindlm•ly 
(1•a, )C f-<i,_) .: I - ~. 4Q~-+ cc.,tt:z. 7 1 - (a., -1-ttJ 





Further l -+ Q., - £:- 'l, <. _J_ 
I-a 1-<i., Henoe • 
(/-1-q,~ I -f o,_)---- ( l -f Q .. ) ..:::. Q-4,{1 -q ,_) ... _ ( 1 _ q ,.) 
But by (A.2) I ( 
<. ~~~~~---




I - .~ a~ "" 7T V-<fr.) 
£:I t.=t 
"' Thus if' ~ a., <: I we hs.v e 
I C:I 'ti 
lT (I -I Cli ) < 
' : I 
"' '11 C.-:. I 
o.ntl 1f ( H·Cl.t J "> { + :~a.. by (Ael) 
£~· &=• 
Therefore we may write .., .,, 
l -1- 2 ({~ <::: 
l. =1 
IT (t-+ qi) .c::: 
;, ... , 
..., I 
I -4- i~, a.;, ~ tt. (I _(J,,) 
or 
* (I - et;)~ 1 z I -I .-==: a.r: 
t:& let 
or 
A cor.ib1nntion of {A.4) and (A.l) gives 
... _, "' 
[ I - 2 tli ] ~ ff (I +ct~) 7 
i: I ':I 
end by means or (A.5) and (A.2), 
I 
., 
I + z a,. 
I. :I 
">\ 
I - 2. ti; 
i =-• 





2. LEMMA I. Ifa, , aJ. , a,, ..... -- I Cl .. ere numbers betvroon 
O and 1, the convergence of ·the sor1es ~ tt" ia necessary and suffici-
ent for the convergence of the product~ P ~ end Q .... to the pooitive 
11m1 ts P and Q 1 rospec ti voly 1 ao ..,. ~ q> whero 
f '>t ;:; (I -I«, (J;: fi,.) - ., .. (I -f Q.,.) 
Q ')f :: (1 - q I ) (I - q 'l-) . . . -- ( I - {( .. ) 
PROOF: Clearly P~ 1noreases and Q"" decreases as n inoreases-
Moreover., if z Q"" 1a oonvergont, n. value ?>t can be found such that 
is <::::.. l. Thon by(A.6) £tnd (A.7) 
_...___ > I '";:> (' p,,, 
1-cr- 1-(q._.,,-fa.,.. .. ~-+-····-ta..,,) .,, "'"/" p_ 
and /-er ~ I - (Q.,,.. ... ,-+Q...__.,i.-+-···CQ..,.) < Q.., < Q ... 
~-
We then have 1 f """h ~ ,.,..__ 
1-o- J 
Q~ (I - er-) 
Thus P "'- end Q ~ approo.ch de£1n1 te 11mi ta P and Q auoh that 
p 
I- a--
Q~ (l- er-) 
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But if Zq"' divort;es, on index...,,.. oo.n be chooon nuch toot 
a, .f q,_-+ • ·-- - -+ ~ ... ~ N I v1here N 1s n quont1cy o.rb1 tra:-117 largo. 
In that oo.se 
) 
that is, the produotc diverce •. 
3. LEMMA II. If a,. I + b,, 1 whero b.,.:. b > 0 ·' - -(/,...,., -?1, 
the L.C:.... a .. :; o. 
PROOF: An~ can be found ouch that 
b 'h 7 J. ~ 70 if ";> ~ '>a . -= ,.,.__ 
Then Jz. k k a~ Q "'+I q" 7 l 7 + 2- 71+1 ""'" 
,_ - ) 
Q tllof I 
~ (},,.,,-+~ 
-, 
Q~+t ..,,, .,.., .f I 
and ~ • q_ 'tte.f/ •••••. ct.,. >(I ~ !:._VI +3~)· ... (1+1':_)~ I+~ ( ;!. + !:;, ... -;_) 
Q ... _.. q ..... ~ ;:, \l ,_,}. .... ....~ '/ 
or 
Henoe 
.·. 1-i-- a,,.. 
a.,,..,., 
L~ Q'*' : cP 
c.t-
L~ Q..,, = a 
4 • T".tiEOFillM: If (J"' can be oxpreased in the fol"tl 
0-.+ I 
~ = l 7 L + o c;,)) p ~ I 
U.,.4, .,._, ?J 
the series i:._ ~I) is convergent if )A-> o. 
PROOF: If!" ? o, after a certain stage 
OC*') 80 thnt u.,, / u '4+' 
w-r 
But u., --? o by Le~ lI. Thoreforo 2 (- t) u.,. oonveri:;oa. 
NOTE II 
PROBLEMS IN PHYSICS !NVOLVIUG In..'°PERGEO!.filTRIC SERIES 
1, PROBLE:l·'.i Of' A ROLLING AUD SPINNING COINl. 
Let there be a movable set of axes "T, 1 movable with rospoot to 
a fixed point and to center of coin, but with 1ts origin always at the 
center of co1n, the IC- lL"tia psrpend1cular to tho plune of the coin, 
SJ\J the i- axis always horizontal. Let thero be a second set of axes, 
T~ , fixed with respect to the oo1n, with its or1g1n at the oenter of 
the co1n, fh"'ld one of its axea perpendicular to the plane of the coin 
C.."'ld therefore coinciding \d th the t- nx~.n. If 6 1 cf 1 nnd 'fl a.re 
Euler ts angles .for the nxea thnt are fixed 1n tho body: wk, the com-
ponen t of the instantaneous rotation of 1;. in the poa1t1va direction 
along the ~-axis, the equation of motion 1s 
J.2. 2 
~I(+ ~aJwl(_aC :o w,~.,.eA,, 
d 9 1 do A,C, +tt2A, 
If the independent variablo is changed by the substitution~ 
s ::: ~, & f = _a_~_c~'--
1 "A, (Cl;,. c,) 
we have 
l. Given Er, Appoll and Kort\iag 1n 11 Rencl1cont1 dol Circolo 1!.aternat1co 




w~ +fl. -1.s) &wl< ,., = 
d '2. \2- 2- - - p '-Uk 0 s els 
or 
This iu the hypergeoIDet~io equation of form, 
"i ( \ -~) ~~ + [ 'f - I +ct ; f3 ~] ~ - ot r ~ ~ o 
Ythcre J. , ~ , , / r-:::- / 
al':- +--ttJl-"p .I (-' ~ ~-+-=''f _,_,,!' J f:;:. 2... 
Hence by Article 1 1 Chapter II, tho oolution in nsconding powers of 
ti1e vo.rio.ble is 
C..UK = 
whore f\ and N are arb1tre.ry constants. 
2. CALCULATIOU OF ROTATIONAL ENBHGY LEVELS OF A MOLECULE 
HAVING A SIUGLE A.XIS OF SY?l!IETRY.1 I!' intornal vibration is neg-
lected, the wave equat1on,obta1nod by means or oons1derat1ons or 
kinetic energy, for a molecule 1s 
--4-9 : (~e. ~)t- ~, ~ + (A+ cJ,.&) i;2ql 
Seo. a(J 06 ~ u ())'.::a. C '()~.,_ 
-g:"-,._A (E - v) 'fl 
where ;4 is the two principal moments of inertia,and, the third moment 
of inertia and 8 # ~ , and 1f' are !!.\llerinn angles. The undisturbed 
top has no potential energy if \'le sot V :: 0 • Lot us make the 
1. R~. c't1 2 : P"t :s,·'< 1 3 9_, P· 'f tf ¥ ( t 9 :i..9 
GO 
substitution, 
wh~re ~ and """ must be integers in order for (/J to be an e..cceptable 
function. (A.8) then becoines 
J.2.8 $ L} :'\ 2 
- -1- ~ 45! - (~ -~c.pBJLJ + fj(j-H)-A'j f) =- o 
d6 1 ~6 Jb ~'J.~ El 
where j (l ·fl) - X. 1 :: i°ll" 
1 
A E _ .A ~ '-
~ 1. c. 
Introducing a new independent variable, 
f:: i ( t-c...,O 
and a new dependent variable, ~ x ~-t-4.(1--t)-.2@ 
whe!"e .s : l ~ 4 "'-1 m.d J ::: (A-'"'\ , Equation (A.9) becomes 
t o-l) ~ + f 1--:tJ - [0-t +J·~ 1) + ~:s -iJ .. Y1 ~ 
I cl+s · )( d+s ·)-Y - \ "7 +J+I --;:- -~ )'-- =- 0 
Thia is a hyporgeornetr1o equation. The reaulta of Article 1 1 
Chapter II, enable us to write down at onoe the solution, 
X = fl· F ( ~:s +.i +I~ 4s_J, 1-1J, X.) 
Ir F ( d.+s · J '+s · J J V \ -t . -;:-4~- +IJ --;:--~-JI-,~) 







'i1HH 1'-;r; :ro RHUI.J.A.E DUE 'i' 0 GA USS 
The three follov1inr; formHlae are r;i ven by Gauss in 
"Circa Seriem Infinitam, J~X+ t:ifft.<rl)~(~tf)~,.-+ ·~-- ,, 
1·1 1·2· y<y..,.1J 
and are not included in Chapter VII. 
(A .10) 
( : . • 11) 
( /:iJ.2 ) 
V!ith the exception of these three formulae Chci.::1ter 
Vll contains all the e:xpressi ons of functions in hy:Perf'eome-
tric series listed by Gauss and a c:i.·eat many others. Gauss 
cives no hint as to how he arrivei at any of the formulae of 
this type listen in his :r1emoir. 
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HOTE IV 
THE JI:51FEHElT'.L'IAL I~ 1J)JATION OF THE HYPK:GE01'.:ETRIC Sh"'RIES OBTAINE 
RROE :s:.UATION ( 3 .38) 
Equation (3.38) is 
But 
anci 
Hence Equation (3.3B) becomes on substitntion of these values anrl 
clearinc of fractions, 
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